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THE PRESIDENT (Hon Clive Griffiths) rook the Chair at 3.30 pm, and read prayers.

BILLS (3) - ASSENT
Message from the Lieutenant Governor and Administrator received and read notifying assent
to the following Bills -

I . Convicted Inebriates' Rehabilitation Repeal Bill
2. Prisoners (Release for Deportation) Bill

3. Stamp Amendment Bill (No 4)

PETITION - VIDEOS
X Rated - Banning Maintenance

Hon Max Evans presented a petition from 1.9 citizens of Western Australia expressing
concern that X rated videos may be legalised in Western Australia and requesting that
Parliament maintain the ban on X rated videos as there is a strong obligation to protect
women and children,

[See paper No 625.1
SELECT COMMITTEE - STATE INVESTMENTS

Rothwells Ltd, Petrochemical Industries Co Ltd, Western Australian Government
Holdings Ltd - Report Tabling

HON R.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [3.39 pm]: The Select Commnittee on State
Investments relating to Rothwells, Petrochenucal Industries Co Ltd and WA Government
Holdings Ltd has resolved that the conmmittee seek the agreement of the House that it request
the Legislative Assembly that leave be granted to the members for Maylarids, Fremantle,
Eyre, Jandakot, Nedlands and Cotesloe to attend before the comm-ittee and be examined. I
move -

That the report do lie upon the Table.

Question put and passed.

[See paper No 630.1
MOTION - UNIVERSITY MERGER

Document Tabling

HON R.G. PIKE (North Metropolitan) [3.40 pm]: I move -

That the Leader of the Govemnment, Hon I.M. Berinson, is hereby ordered to lay on
the Table within three sitting days of this motion being passed, all papers and
documents in the possession, control, reach or power of the Government relating to
the proposed merger between the University of Western Australia and Murdoch
University and that no legislation effecting a merger of the two universities be passed
before this House has, by resolution, expressed its opinion on the merger and its
ramifications for tertiary education in this State.

A Bill for the liquidation of Murdoch University and its complete absorption into the
University of WA is, so we have been informed by the Nress - not I stress, by the responsible
Minister, Dr Carmen Lawrence - soon to be presented to this Parliament and to this House.
As with every important issue upon which the Dowding Government decides, the whole
matter has been surrounded by a cloak of secrecy, deception and disinformation. Though
drafts of the Bill have been circulating round the town, the Government has not had the
courtesy of consulting with the Opposition on this very important matter. Until this House is
fully informed of the details of negotiations, decisions, costs and the alleged educational
benefits of the dissolution of Murdoch University, there can be no rational discussion on the
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question. On such an important matter as the closing down of a popular and viable
university, half measures and half truths will not do. We require the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth, and in fully documented form. Why the secrecy? Why does this
Government not want this Parliament, the academics and students of UWA and Murdoch and
the people of Western Australia to he fuilly informed about what the Federal and State Labor
Governments have decided upon in secret conclaves?

How extraordinary, and how typical of this Government's commitment to secret deals it is,
that it should make secret its plans for our universities - the very places where openness must
prevail if learning and knowledge are to be even minimally respected. How extraordinary it
is that this Parliament, the students and academics of the two universities as well as the
people of Western Australia, for whom the universities exist, are not given the knowledge of
what is being planned for them - by whom, under what circumstances and precisely when all
this happened and where. We do know, however, that only a minuscule percentage of
academics and students of the UTWA and Murdoch University support the dissolution of
Murdoch University and its complete takeover - lock, stock and barrel - by the University of
Western Australia. This is no hypothesis. It is irrefuitably the truth, supported by the most
empirical evidence available. It is also irrefutably the truth that the negotiations between
Murdoch University and U"WA, over what was mistakenly called a merger, were forced onto
the two universities by the bullying tactics of the Federal Minister for Education, Mr John
Dawkins. MI-R for Fremantle. In his Green and White Paper on higher education,
Mr Dawkins made it clear that those institutions that did not conform to his will would be
closed down. That is the threat under which the negotiations between the two institutions
began and are continuing. No contract in law is valid if it is accompanied by such threats.
Yet it appears that this Government is prepared to stand idily by and allow institutions of
learning to be bullied into conforming with undefined "national priorities'. These threats
have been reinforced in Dawkins' speeches and in various offers to individuals and
institutional governors and governing bodies. They represent only the tip of the iceberg of
this official Government thuggery against our universities and their members.

If this motion is carried, the Leader of the Government must table all the documents. For this
House to decide not to support the motion would be to make a mockery not only of the rights
of this Parliament, but also of the very foundations and purposes of universities, which, to put
it briefly, are to pursue the truth without fear or favour. Yet fear, fear of Federal and State
Government retribution against universities, their staff and students, is driving the debate.
Apart from Mr Dawkins' bare-knuckle threats, no convincing educational or financial
reasons whatsoever have been advanced to justify the so-called merger. No, not one; of that
we can be absolutely certain. The only justification that has been advanced is that of power,
the power of Canberra to control and to dictate to our institutions of higher learning through
the misbegotten and already ramshackle 'unified national system of high education". The
IJNS is administered by the Minister through the Department of Employment Education and
Training, and the National Board of Employment Education and Training recently created
bureaucracies for bringing all aspects of higher education directly under the political control
of the Government in Canberra. In a free society there can be no justification for this.
Intellectually free universities exist only in free societies and only free societies have
intellectually free universities. In his splendid and universally acclaimed book on this
subject, "The Closing of the America", Professor Alan Bloom goes so far as to say that one of
the preconditions for a free society is the existence of free universities. The Dawkins' plan.
of which the closing down of Murdoch University is an integral part, belongs to the despotic
socialist tradition. Simply put, the fewer the public universities the easier they are controlled.
Mr Dawkins and his supporters are against diversity, because in diversity conformity cannot
be enforced.

Let the documents be tabled so that all who care to do so can read them for themselves and
come to their own independent judgments about the proposed merger, which, I stress,
involves the closure of the Murdoch University as an independent and autonomous institution
and the establishment of an entirely new entity, to be called the UWA, whose governing body
will be dominated by State Government appointees, and whose graduate body - convocation -

will be stripped of all effective powers and whose faculties and academic board will be
dominated by a one-line management structure with controls directly from the Federal
Ministry in a centralist fashion. The publicly available minutes of the
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Senates of the UWA and Murdoch University, and of the Murdoch University Council and
UTWA Academic Board are replete with references to the fact that the proposed merger would
never have even been discussed had Mr Dawkins not issued his unveiled threats. T1hese
minutes are available in the universities' main library for all to read. Yet, despite those
threats the Academic Board of the LAVA and the convocation of the UTWA have voted against
the dissolution of Murdoch University and its incorporation into IJWA. Moreover, in an
unprecedented measure, the academic union at UJWA has voted to censure the UWA Senate
for defying the considered and informed decisions of the Academic Board, convocation, and
most UWA faculties and students, all of which came to the conclusion that there were no
educational advantages whatsoever to the merger. In a desperate attempt to head off the
almost unanimous opposition to the merger, Mr Dawkins, in official letters to Western
Australian Government Ministers and the vice -chancellors made vague and rubbery promises
about financial inducements to merge.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Will you be agreeable to making a copy of your speech available?

Hon R.G. PUE:E Of course. In total, they amounted to mere promises. As to the threats,
Professor Peter Boyce, vice-chancellor of Murdoch University, wrote about them in an open
letter to the Murdoch University staff on 18 October 1988. concerning the reopening of
merger discussions which had been rejected by both universities earlier in 1988. It is clear
from Professor Boyce's letter and nearly all other publicly available correspondence that
negotiations were recommenced only after Mr Dawkins refined to respect the original
decision by the institutions not to merge. It is being said on the UWA campus that those few
who still support the merger are only doing so in order to get Dawkins off their backs in the
hope that this Parliament will reject its very own recommendations. However, what we need
and want as a necessary prerequisite for that debate is all the relevant information from the
Leader of the Government in this House, and unless this is provided there can be no proper.
informed debate.

Hon Tom Stephens: Author! Author!

Hon R.G. PIKE: The author is standing on his feet.

Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order!
Hon R.G. PIKE: E seek leave of the House to have a paper entitled "Arguments against the
UWA-Murdoch Amalgamation" prepared by Mark Sumich, Guild President of the University
of Western Australia, and Paul Connelly, Guild Education Research Officer of the same
university, incorporated into Hansard.

The PRESIDENT: I repeat what I have said on every other occasion and that is that it
requires one dissenting voice to deny leave. I have always indicated that I do not like this
idea but the honourable members have the right to do it.

[The material in appendix A was incorporated by leave of the House.j

[See p No 4818.1

Hon R.G. PIKE: I conclude by referring to a document which is part of that to be
incorporated. It is from the Liberal and National Party Higher Education Policy dated
23 February 1989 which states that the policy of those parties is to --

I "restore autonomy to all higher education institutions and dismantle the
centralised bureaucracy and the Unified National System"

2 "withdraw the arbitrary requirements for amalgamations imposed by the Labor
Government"

3 "stimulate healthy competition among institutions which will promote
excellence of achievement among students, staff and institutions"

4 "modify the Labor Government's policy guidelines for the Australian
Research Council to ensure excellence and reduce bureaucratic interference"

5 "allow State Governments more responsibility in planning the future
development of higher education in their States"

I ask members to support the motion.
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Point of Order

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I think Hon R.G. Pike sought leave to table the second paper, or did
he only want to quote from it?
The PRESIDENT: Hon Bob Pike sought leave to have a document incorporated in Hansard.
If the Leader of the House wants the paper tabled he can take the necessary action.

Debate Resumed
HON N.F. MOORE (Miniing and Pastoral) [3.52 pm]: I fornally second and express my
support for the motion moved by Hon Bob Pike.
This Parliament is, in due course, expecting to carry out the wishes of the Federal Minister
for Education, Mr Dawkins, and his Canberra bureaucrats to cause the amalgamation of two
universities in Western Australia. Regrettably, the necessary Bill will arrive in this
Parliament in the very dying days of this session. It is most annoying for members who take,
an interest in these important events to find that they will be expected to debate the Bil in a
very short time. The Bil has not been introduced into the Legislative Assembly and I
understand that the merger is expected to go ahead at the beginning of next year. We need
the information which Hon Bob Pike outlined in his motion very soon in order that we can
digest it and come up with an attitude towards the legislation which is in the best interests of
both institutions.

I do not want to pre-emnpt that debate because I guess we will have time, even though it will
be at the end of the session, to put forward our points of view. However, I make the point
that if we are to do justice to this merger and the proposed Bill we should be given, as soon as
possible, the evidence which is before the Government. We must know what benefits the
Goverrnent anticipates for the University of Western Australia and Murdoch University.
Most of all we must know also what benefits are expected for tertiary education in Western
Australia. I would hope. perhaps drawing a long bow, that this sort of issue could be dealt
with on a bipartisan basis. We have in Western Australia two very fine universities -

Murdoch University and UWA - and we also have a very fine third university, Curtin
University of Technology. They do not belong to the Federal Minister for Education nor the
Canberra bureaucrats in the Federal Department of Employment Education and Training;
they belong to the people of Western Australia and they have served Western Australians
very well during the time they have been in operation. As Western Australians, Liberal
Party, Labor Party and National Party politicians must decide what should happen to our
universities and, if it is at all possible, we must do so on a bipartisan basis. We should work
out what is best for tertiary education, including Murdoch University and UWA, and not
what is best for the Canberr a bureaucrats. It is time for the State to reassert its constitutional
authority in the field of tertiary education.

Before the last election 1, as shadow Minister for Education, indicated that the Liberal Parry
was opposed to the merger, and that it would not let Murdoch University suffer by any
capricious act by the Federal Minister. The Liberal Party indicated in its policy that it would
fund Murdoch University for any shortfall that was brought about by the actions of the
bloody-minded Federal Minister who said that if the merger did not go ahead the research
funding at Murdoch would be penalised. I hope that the State Government will give
consideration to that aspect. It should consider the merger in the light of the State
Government resuming some of its constitutional authority in respect of tertiary education.
The State Government has an opportunity to say to the Federal Minister, "These are Western
Australian universities and they come under the legislative jurisdiction of the Western
Australian Parliament. It is competent for us to say we do not want the merger to take place,
but if you are not prepared to put in the money we will use State funds to ensure that both
universities operate in a proper way."

Regrettably, over the years Governments of both political persuasions have given away State
authority in respect of tertiary education. It is regrettable because we have given control of
the purse strings to Canberra and made tertiary institutions subject to Canberra's jurisdiction,
but at the same time we have hung on to some legislative control in the way that the
universities are set up. In a sense, a de facto control has been given to the Commonwealth
Government and we have opted out of an area which traditionally has come under the
Constitution of our State. It is time for us to say that that has to end.
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This merger is really the pinnacle of the argument. We have reached the stage where the
Commonwealth Government is saying, 'Unless you merge the two universities - in other
words, get rid of the two universities to make a single university - we will not provide funds."
It is virtually blackmailing the State into fulfilling its wishes in respect of this matter. I have
not heard any arguments which convince me that a merger is in the best interests of Murdoch
University or UWA. That is not to say there are not some arguments that we should listen to.
I expect an enormous amount of correspondence and information has passed between the
Federal and State Ministers for Education, and that information should be made available to
the legislators who will make a decision on this matter.

As [ said earlier, because we have to make a decision in a short period it will be of enormous
benefit for those of us who take this matter seriously to be provided with the documents
Hon Bob Pike is seeking to be tabled by the Leader of the House. It is competent for the
Government to move that the debate an this motion be adjourned and to let it descend to the
bottom of the Notice Paper. In a week or two it could bring it to the top of the Notice Paper
or leave it at the bottom; it is up to the Government to decide. If it is left at the bottom of the
Notice Paper the matter will not be resolved and we will not be in a position to view the
documents which have been requested. The Leader of the House should make a decision
now on whether the Minister for Education will make the papers available because it is not a
hard decision to make.

Hon J.M. Berinson: You don't think that we are entitled to consider what Hon Bob Pike had
to say?

Hon N.F. MOORE: I acknowledge that, but all he is asking the Leader of the House to do,
and I am supporting his request, is to table documents which relate to the merger of the two
universities. Those papers should be made available.
Hon J.M. Berinson: He is supporting that argument. Does Hon Norman Moore think we
should not have an opportunity to consider those papers?

Hon N.F. MOORE: In view of the time frame under which we are operating, and the fact
that the Minister for Education has left this legislation until the dying weeks of the
Parliament, I thought that maybe the Leader of the House could make a decision rapidly on
this matter.

Hon Fred McKenzie: He did not help his case with the colourful statements he made in his
address.

Hon George Cash: Surely those statements will not stop you from being accountable.

Hon Tom Stephens: More importantly, Mr Moore, you gave leave for the documents to be
tabled, so we did not hear the arguments.

Hont N.E. MOORE: I did not.

Hon Tom Stephens: You did not deny him leave. What is required in this House is for
someone to deny leave.

The PRESIDENT: Order!

Hon Tom Stephens: When leave was sought you said, "Aye".

The PRESIDENT: Order! So far as interjections are concerned, I am saying "No."

Hon N.F. MOORE: I agree with you. Mr President. If the Leader of the House feels it is not
important for him to make a snap decision by agreeing to this motion, I request in the most
flowery language I can muster that he debate it quickly some time this week - perhaps
tomorrow after consulting with the Minister for Education - to give us an opportunity to go
through the documents so that we have a proper appreciation of the circumstances
surrounding this proposed merger.

Hon Kay Hallahan: It would take three years to go through the documents you have
requested here.

Hon N.E. MOORE: That sort of comment is regrettable and silly. This merger is an
extremely important matter, important enough for members to be given the information
surrounding the argument for amalgamation. I ask of the Leader of the House that we handle
this matter quickly so that we have access to the documents. If the Leader of the House
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indicates that he will not make chose papers available that will indicate that there is something
he does not want us to see. That would be regrettable, because we are dealing with two
institutions which belong to all Western Australians and not to the Government. They are
institutions of considerable merit and importance to our community, so we are entitled to
know what sort of advice and information he is receiving that is driving his decision.
When this matter First arose I expected Dr Lawrence, with her usual commonsense, to say to
the Commonwealth Minister, "Go and get lost!" Dr Lawrence at times displays a degree of
support for the State's institutions that I thought would lead her to that conclusion.
Regrettably, she has not taken that path - obviously overridden by Cabinet or something of
that natur. For those reasons it is important that we be provided with the information that
helped her reach her decision. I support strongly the motion moved by Hon Bob Pike and ask
the Leader of the House to enable us to deal with this matter as quickly as possible so that we
will all have access to the information required to make a decision on this legislation when it
comes before the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon Fred McKenzie.

CRIMINAL CODE AMENDMENT (DECRIMINALIZATION OF
HOMOSEXUALITY) BILL

Report
Report of Committee adopted.

CARNAR VON BANANA INDUSTRY (COMIPENSATION TRUST FUND) BILL
Second Reading

Debate resumed from 18 October.

HON P.H. LOCKYER (Mining and Pastoral) [4.04 pm]: The Opposition supports this
Bill, which relates to the mechanics of reinstituting the Camarvon banana industry
compensation trust fund which has run its term in its present form. The purpose of the fund
is to assist banana growers in their rehabilitation after cyclones. In the 28 years it has
operated it has been used nine times and has been of great benefit to growers. This
legislation was not designed so that growers would be totally compensated for their losses but
to keep them afloat while they got back into full production after a cyclone or similar
occurrence.

The provisions contained in this Bill were agreed to by a meeting of 40 growers which I
attended in Carnarvon. As my friends from the National Party would agree, it is never easy
to get such people to agree to anything. After a cyclone, compensation is decided by a
committee of people from the Department of Agriculture and growers. It is not easy to get a
person elected to this commnittee. Members can imagine the difficulty when assessing the
actual percentage toss of 136 growers all of whom believe they have suffered a 100 per cent
loss. It is not a job I would like to do. The people carrying out this work do so to the best of
their ability. Some people are pleased with their findings and others are not. Some growers
believe they should receive compensation for 100 per cent of the damage done, but the fund
was not designed for that purpose.

The method of calculating compensation is based on percentage of damage, area of land to
which the destruction occurred, weighted average production per hectare of bananas and rate
of compensation per carton as prescribed by the Act. This Bill changes that prescribed
amount by increasing it by 23 per cent. There has been close to a 25 per cent increase in the
cost of bananas since 198 1, so that is a fair thing. This legislation has served Camarvon well
over the years and we should support it. I know my good firiend Hon Murray Montgomery
has been brought up to date on the banana industry through sitting next to me, so I will leave
him to complete my argument.

I support the Bill.

HON M.S. MONTGOMERY (South West) [4.08 pm]: I thank Hon Philip Lockyer for his
comments. It gives me great pleasure to support this Bill because, as Hon Philip Lockyer
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said, primary producers have problems from time to time with natural disasters. This Bill
ensures that growers are recompensed through the trust fund for part of their losses. They are
not recompensed for the whole of their loss but are provided with an opportunity to get back
on their feet. It is important that such legislation is reviewed and updated from time to time
and that necessary amendments are made to it so that people can read that legislation in
current day wording and philosophy. Banana growers have taken an active interest in having
this Bill brought before this House and have had meetings to assure that happened. For that
reason it has our support. It is with that sont of responsibility that industries are able to see
themselves being restructured. Even though the levies are calculated by formulae, they are
regularly reviewed. My colleagues and [ fully support Hon Philip Lockyer's comments on
this Bill.

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaming)
14.10 pm]: I thank members opposite for supporting this Bill, and I agree with their
comments that the provisions of the Bill will be of benefit to the industry and to the State
generally. To give members an idea of the value of the industry to the State, in 1987, which
was the most recent year of full production, the Carnarvon industry produced 14 000 tonines
of fruit valued in the vicinity of $10 million. I understand this represented about 80 per cent
of the consumption of bananas in the State. The bananas produced represented something in
the vicinity of 50 per cent of the fruit and vegetables produced in that region. This is an
important industry to the region and to the State, and I thank members opposite for
supporting this Bill.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee and Report
Bill passed through Commnittee without debate, reported without amendment, and the report
adopted.

Third Reading
Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Racing and Gaming),
and passed.

FRUIT G ROWING INDUSTRY (TRUST FUND) AMENDMENT BfLL

.Second Reading
Debate resumed from 24 October.

HON DERRICK TOMLINSON (East Metropolitan) [4.14 pm]: The Opposition supports
this Bill. The amendments proposed in the Bill might be discussed under three headings.
The First is a group of amendments which were described in the Minister's second reading
speech as housekeeping adjustments. It is a term of which I am not particularly fond.
Nevertheless, it was used by the Minister so we will continue with it. The second is a group
of financial adjustments, and the third group deals with the modification of procedural
arrangements.

The Opposition supports the general thrust of all the amendments contained under those three
headings. However, some parts require comment. As far as housekeeping adjustments are
concerned, they include the deletion of the reference to the now obsolete Apple and Pear
Marketing Board. The definitions of apples and pears are given Latin botanical names to
distinguish them from other species; and the nomenclature of the permanent head is changed
to chief executive officer, in keeping with the corporate management introduced in the Public
Service. Finally, metricated measurements are introduced for calculating levies payable by
growers. These amendments invite no serious challenge; they merely bring the relevant
sections of the Act into line with established practice. Some of the amendments are well
overdue.

As far as the financial adjustments are concerned, as the Minister pointed out in his second
reading speech, the initiative for these came from the Western Australian Fruit Growers
Association. At its annual general meeting the association agreed to increase the levy to 5o
per 36 litres. This was contrary to the limitation imposed in the existing Act, anid therefore
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the association sought to increase the ceding to 50. As a result of discussions with the
Minister the ceiling was increased to 200 to obviate any need for a return to Parliament if the
association wished to raise its levy in the future.

The position adopted by the association is a commendable one. It recognises a need to
increase the levies. At the annual general meeting, association members established an
amount which was calculated to cover the financing of research, promotion and prevention of
pests. The association sought ministerial approval for legislative change, which was given.
In fact ministerial approval for those changes was considerably greater than that which the
association sought. In spite of that, the levy was kept at the amount agreed by the
membership; it did not proceed to exploit the good grace of the Minister in ts case, and for
that the association should be commended.

This action highlights an important principle of private and public responsibility. When those
who are directly affected by public action are made responsible for that action, they tend to
be reasonable, or even conservative, if I may use that term, in the demands they make on
finances. Where public initiatives return greater benefits to individuals than to the general
public, the private individual generally tends to make a private investment rather than push
for a public investment. That is exactly what has happened in this case. The income from the
levy is used, as the Minister pointed out, for the administration of the Fruit Growers
Association and for research into varieties, pests, disease control and marketing promotion.
Quite clearly those who benefit most directly from that levy are the fruit growers themselves.
They have recognised the need to invest their money rather than to make demands upon the
public purse because they enjoy the most direct benefits. That is recognised right throughout
the rural sector where in the wheat industry and in the wool industry, for example, the
growers themselves contribute through a levy to a fund which is used for research and
promotion. I think this principle might be adopted by other sections of our community.

The third set of adjustments are amendments to the administrative procedures; firstly,
changes to the procedures for appointing members to the fruit growing industry trust fund
committee, and secondly, amendments for formalising the regulations by which members of
the commrittee are paid fees and allowances. The latter are very much in the way of
housekeeping arrangements, which offer no apparent difficulty to members on this side of the
House. However, the former requires some comment because the amendments - particularly
those contained in clause 5 - shift the locus of authority in the appointment of members of the
committee. One replaces gubernatorial authority with ministerial authority while the other
eliminates ministerial authorisation of membership of the trust fund committee. Clause 5 of
the Bill proposes that the Minister rather than the Governor will be authorised to appoint
members to the committee. While some people might regret the shift of authority from the
Governor to the Minister, it is a legitimate procedure and in keeping with current practice.
However the amendment by which the Minister assumes authority previously exercised by
the Governor is complemented in the very same clause by an amendment under which the
Minister surrenders supervisory control of the membership of the committee.

These two matters require some explanation from the Minister. If it is accepted that the
Minister rather than the Govemnor should appoint the members of the committee, it would
follow that the Minister should not be empowered to approve them. Nominations and
approval should be by another person or authority, and the Minister, as the appointing
authority, should be advised by them. As it now stands the Act enables the Western
Australian Fruit Growers Association to nominate two members, but the Minister must
approve them, The proposed amendment deletes the requirement of ministerial approval and
it similarly deletes the section requiring the Minister to nominate the representative from the
Department of Agriculture. It is more usual for Governments to try to strengthen ministerial
controls of statutory committees by controlling their membership; parliamentary Oppositions
on the other hand usually adopt a position which attempts to weaken ministerial control by
advocating that Ministers not interfere in the appointment of committee members. In this
instance the Government has taken the initiative and has devolved authority entirely upon the
Fruit Growers Association. The Government has removed the requirement for ministerial
approval and in doing so it has weakened the current control the Minister might have over
such a committee in some people's perceptions. It is an unaccustomed step to take but it is
one which the Opposition supports. However it has not been adequately explained and I
would ask the Minister, in his reply. to give some elaboration of the reasons for this.
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Hon Fred McKenzie: That is best dealt with during the Comm-ittee stage.
Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: [ thank Hon Fred McKenzie for his advice. Apart from
those matters of detail, of which we will have some elucidation during the Committee stage,
the Opposition supports the Bill and comm-ends it to the House.

HON M.S. MONTGOMERY (South West) [4.25 pm]: The requirements of this Bill are
essentially to update and streamline the Act in order to provide more satisfactorily for the
aims of the fruit growing industry of this State.
The National Party sees as satisfactory the appointment of members by the fruit growing
industry, and the subsequent ministerial approval, to the trust fund. Also in keeping with
normal practice is the increase in the maximum amount payable to the levy by 2ON per
36 litre container of fruit. Where the maximum levy is set well above what the industry
regards as the normal rate it wishes to have brought into play, it is normal for the industry to
apply to the Minister for a change of regulation when it runs out of funds. That will make it
easier to bring the legislation back to Parliament. The National Party sees that as being a plus
for this Bill because the funds will be used particularly in research into disease and into pest
control. Some fruit growers in the south of the State have reminded me that there is a
problem with birds such as parrots. Research funds could definitely be used to overcome this
problem, which is very costly to the industry.

Having spoken with people at the association's annual conference in Bunbury earlier this
year, [ hope this legislation will deal with the problems associated with fruit growers who sell
at the farnm gate. It will be interesting to see whether the legislation catches uip with those
people - I hope it does - because they obviously do not become caught up with the provisions
for payment to the fund.

The promotion of fruit is particularly important for the industry. With promotion the public
can see what fruit is available at various times of the year, and that augurs well for the
industry. The executive of the industry will be able to advise the Minister directly on the
industry's needs and this will be of great benefit for the free flow of information between the
Ministry and the industry.

The National Party supports the legislation.

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaining)
[4.29 pmn]: I thank members opposite for their contributions to the debate, and their
indications of support for the Bill. I had the opportunity to be part of a committee of this
House which looked at the fruit and vegetable industry in this State. Two things gave rme
some concern during the course of those deliberations: One was that, while there were some
responsible members of the industry who had a broad view of the industry from the growing
stages through to the selling stages, other members were not prepared to look at all matters.
For instance, some people concentrated on the growing and did not concern themselves with
promotion and marketing; other people involved in marketing were not interested in growing.
It was evident that members of the industry had to be responsible for the total industry
because their livelihood was dependent on aspects such as marketing and selling. That
responsibility wyas. referred to by Hon Derrick Tornlinson and I support his remarks about the
responsibilities given to the industry and, in turn, the responsible way in which members of
that industry have dealt with those matters. That is an incredibly important point.

The other thing that flows from that is the matter of promotion. In my view the quality of
fruit being produced in this State is as good as, and in many respects superior to, the quality
of fruit produced in other parts of Australia - notably Queensland. Queensland had some
tremendous promotion of the quality of fruit produced there, but in some instances the quality
does not meet the quality promoted. This resulted, in some respects, in the good quality of
fruit in this State being underrated. I am sure that is the point Hon Derrick Tomldinson 's
comments were directed to. Certainly, the matter of promotion is extremely important to the
industry.

It is, important that the industry, by way of these committees, becomes fully involved in
matters pertaining to the industry and can entice more members of the industry to share and
adopt the same responsibilities. That is the reason why one of the provisions in this Bill - one
that has not been raised this afternoon - relates to those members of the industry who
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benefit from the work done by this committee and from the levy paid by others, even though
they avoid paying this contribution. I am not sure I agree with the point made by Mr
Tomlinson regarding the Minister's responsibilities being watered down. That is not the way
I understand the matter because the appointments are subject to the approval of the Minister.
I will be more than happy to further discuss these matters during the Committee stage.
Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon J.M. Brown) in the Chair; Hon Graham Edwards
(Minister for Racing and Gaming) in charge of the Bill.

Clauses I to 5 put and passed.

Clause 6: Section 5 amended and saving -

Hon DERRICK TOMLINSON: Section 5 (2) of the principal Act states -

The Committee shall consist of three members, who shall be appointed by the
Governor.

The amendment is to delete the word "Governor" and replace it with 'Minister". The section
continues -

Two of such members shall be persons who have been nominated by the Association -

The Bill deletes the words "approved by the Minister" and provides that the remaining
persons shall be persons recommended by the Department of Agriculture. Therefore, the
discretion of the Minister is weakened because the reference to the word "may" is to be
deleted and this is to be replaced by the word "shall". This is the point I was hoping the
Minister would elaborate upon.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am sorry that I wrongly interpreted the member's comments.
I understood him to have said that the Minister's powers were being watered down - and to
some degree that is right because it is said that the Minister shall appoint those nominees who
are recommended by the Association. But that in turn comes back to the matter of
responsibility which we discussed earlier. The industry is seen to be responsible, and the
Minister shall appoint those persons who have been nominated. He does not have any
discretion. I do not see this as a watering down of his responsibilities but more a reflection of
the responsibility accorded to the association.

Clause put and passed.

Clauses 7 to I I put and passed.

Title put and passed.

Report

Hill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading

Bill read a third time, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Racing and Gaming),
and passed.

AG RICULTURAL LEGI[SLATION (PENALTIES) AMENDMENT B ILL

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 24 October.

HON W.N. STRETCH (South West) [4.41 pm]: Although this Bill is short it is very
complicated because it deals with approximately 50 Acts providing penalties in the
agricultural industry. I am glad that the Goverrnment took the advice of the member for
Wagin in the lower House and withdrew the Bill last year to reconsider it over the Christmas
break because it is now a much better piece of legislation.

The Opposition supports the thrust of this Bill because it moves the industry away from the
concept of minimum fines, which were causing severe difficulties. Our support is not
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100 per cent because we have some difficulties with certain concepts in this Bill. For
example, item 43 of the schedule relates to penalties to be imposed on fanmers for buying
grain for their own use from other fanmers. Under this clause a fanning company could incur
a penalty of between $25 000 and $50 000. If an offence such as failing to submit a monthly
return attracts this sort of penalty it would be unfair and unbearable. This clause will be dealt
in more detail at the Conmttee stage.
Many penalties have been increased in this Bill. For example, a penalty relating to the
poultry industry has increased from ten pounds to $2 000, a 1 000 per cent increase. Many
penalties have increased from $100 to $1 000. It does not worry me very much when we
consider the general fining level with no minimums, because the petty offender or the
inadvertent offender will not be heavily penalised. Without such latitude in the interpretation
of the fines we would be far more concerned.

The agricultural industry includes isolated areas and the question of fines and penalties under
this Bill is not a major issue. Anyone with a little bit of initiative can break the law with
reasonable impunity if he is careful in the way he goes about it. The farming community has
recognised the dangers inherent to its industry when people take these irresponsible actions.
The general concept of self-regulation and self-protection of the industry is now a well
accepted fact of life in the farming community.

Under the Veterinary Preparations and Animal Feeding Stuffs Act many chemicals and
additives have been banned against the will of some of the old fashioned farmers. Members
will accept that pressure is being brought to bear on these farmers to toe the line. Most of us
who have been in the sheep industry for years believe that only one chemical will properly
kill lice and that is arsenic. Once we moved away from using arsenic dips we had more
trouble with lice - I might add that with the arsenic dips we had other problems, including the
odd dead sheep. However, few farmers today believe that arsenic should be used. Arsenic
residues in wool are causing severe problems in the scouring industries in western Europe.
Many companies in West Germany will not accept wool for processing if there is any trace of
arsenic residues. That is their right and whether we agree with them has nothing to do with it.
They are the buyers and they have the right to buy wool as they see fit. The industry has
taken on board the inherent dangers of using certain undesirable products, some of which are
not actually illegal to use but are illegal to buy. On some isolated stations and farms one can
still find supplies of undesirable products lying in sheds and there is usually a moratorium on
such products being handed in to the Department of Agriculture. I urge people who are
hanging on to these products to get rid of them so that we do not have unexpected cases of
chemiical residues arising. It has been illegal to use arsenic for approximately five years, but
there are still cases of arsenic residues showing up in wool clips. It reflects badly on
Australia as the supplier. If buyers do not like our wool it takes one more buyer out of the
market which is a severe loss not only to the grower, but also to the national economy.

I urge members of the fanning community and the general public who think about bringing in
a few cuttings collected during their overseas trips to not worry about the fines with which
they could be faced but to worry about the dangers they are imposing on the industry as a
whole. It is tempting perhaps to smuggle in an apple tree cutting that will put a horticulturist
a long way ahead in the horticultural industry. We are aware that this occasionally happens,
but it is incumbent on all members of the public to think twice before trying to circumvent
the customs Act. Most of the provisions in the Act have been included for a fairly good
reason. When we consider the fines imposed by legislation we should also consider the
responsible aspect of it from the view of the users and the general community.

Other members on this side of the House have points of view to put, but it is very much a
Committee Bill in which 50 pieces of legislation will be amended. It is more appropriate that
the Opposition indicates its general support for the Bill and deals with the particular penalties
as they arise at the Committee stage. It will enable us to deal with the legislation quickly.

Hon Fred McKenzie: You referred to a clause. Was it in the grain marketing area?
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I did not hear the interjection, but that aspect will be dealt with in
more detail by one of my colleagues. On behalf of the Opposition I indicate its general
support for the legislation, but it does have a few reservations which will be dealt with at the
Committee stage.
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HON J.N. CALDWELL (Agricultural) 14.49 pm]: I indicate the general support of the
National Party for this Bill. We realise that penalties must be in place to counteract people
who try to flout agricultural regulations by bringing certain products into the country or doing
things they should not in relation to a banned product. Everybody is becoming increasingly
aware of the health problems chemicals are causing. I am pleased that the Minister in the
other place accepted National Party amendments deleting minimum penalties from the
Agriculture and Related Resources Protection Act, the Marketing of Potatoes Act, the Plant
Diseases Act, the Stock (Brands and Movement) Act and the Stock Diseases (Regulations)
Act.
I find delegated legislation rather bewildering because in many areas penalties are put in
place by way of regulation. There are Bills such as the one before us which deals with the
penalties outlined in 50 Acts. It is strange that Bills are sometimes introduced varying
penalties - generally upwards - and the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated Legislation
also increases penalties. It would be better for those penalties to appear in the appropriate
Act. Many hundreds of penalties are introduced by regulation. They have a habit of
sneaking through without proper observation by the Joint Standing Committee on Delegated
Legislation. I draw this matter to the attention of the Minister because I believe each Act
should deal with these penalties individually. There would then be no necessity to introduce
a Bill such as this. It would be better if that were done in future.

The National Party supports the Bill in principle.

HON D.J. WORDSWORTH (Agricultural) [4.53 pm]: I have not been able to go through
the 50 Acts covered by this legislation. When giving his reasons for introducing this Bill the
Minister mentioned the declining value in real terms of the Australian dollar. It is interesting
that the Grain Marketing Act, which was reviewed two years ago, has its fines doubled by
this Bill. I do not know what Mr Hawke would think of his counterpart in Western Australia
who is indicating that the Australian dollar has halved in value in two years, if the Minister's
reason for lifting these fines is correct.

As I have not been able to go through all of the Acts mentioned I have chosen to use the
Grain Marketing Act to give members of the House an example of the sorts of fines being
introduced by this Bill. The House updated the Grain Marketing Act less than two years ago.
In this Bill the penalties in that Act have been doubled, at least. Under the Grain Marketing
Act, a person who sells or delivers a prescribed grain or receives a prescribed grain that has
not previously been purchased from the Grain Pool or in accordance with a permit is liable to
a fine of $5 000 for a first offence and $10 000 for a second offence. The Act does not state
the amount of grain this refers to, so the fine could be applicable if a person bought one tonne
or 1 000 tonnes. One would think that the severity of the penalty would depend upon the
quantity involved.

It is interesting that the fine is varied under this legislation depending on whether a person is
a body corporate or otherwise. Should a body corporate be involved - and many farmers now
have their farms in that form - the fine is $50 000. I have an idea that a $50 000 fine is
equivalent to about five years in gaol.

Hon J.M. Brown: It is three years.

Hon Graham Edwards: That is for a subsequent offence.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: A person who sells or delivers grain which has not previously
been purchased from the Grain Pool - and I ask members to tell me how anybody could tell
that grain had previously been purchased from the Grain Pool - is subject to this penalty. I
wonder whether one goes along to buy seed grain knowing that what one is purchasing was
purchased from the Grain Pool. People would not have a clue, they would just buy the grain.
Let us take the case of a person selling grain not the subject of a permit. I do not know how a
person selling grain is to know that the buyer has a valid permit. A person who buys grain
can get a permit from the Grain Pool to buy, say, 50 tonnecs. He can buy that 50 tonnes and
then go and buy another 50 tonnes. How would the person from whom he buys the second
50 tonnes know whether he has a valid permit when he is shown that perm-it? How does he
know that the buyer has already purchased 50 tonnes somewhere else and is buying a second
50 tonnes? However, if caught, he will be liable to a $50 000 fine for selling that grain.
I wonder whether the grain producers of this State will want to sell their grain when these
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sorts of fines are in place to prevent people buying grain. An opportunity is provided for
much grain to be purchased by people in the feedlot industry for fattening cattle, not only for
the local market but also for the newly opened Japanese and Korean markets. Only two
per cent of Australian cattle are grain fed. I think I am correct in saying that two per cent of
the cattle would consume in the vicinity of 500 000 tonnes of grain, so perhaps Australia's
entire production could go to cattle. When one reads the conditions in this Bill and the fines
involved one wonders why people buy grain at all.
It is interesting that when we passed this legislation two years ago, the idea was put forward -
quite constructively - that if a person applied for a permit, the Grain Pool should know how
much grain is being purchased, and would have a rough idea of what is the movement in the
marketplace. That seems fairly sensible. Someone then asked, "What about the grower
levy?"

[Questions without notice taken.]

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I have explained the difficulties of a person selling grain.
Perhaps, I will now explain the difficulties of someone who wishes to purchase grain.
Section 22A, under the heading "Permits to purchase prescribed grain", states -

An applicant for a permit under this section must -

(c) enter a binding agreement to pay or cause to be paid to the Grain Pool for the
Grain Research Fund established under section 28 an amount equivalent to the
amount of levies ...

As it happens, when that provision is put into action a person does not get a permit unless he
pays up front, which I thought would be contrary to the provisions of the Act. That is the
way the provision is applied. What is more, if that person pays up front and does not buy the
gramn, he loses it; no refund is paid. That makes the application for permits such that a person
is wise to take several bites of his purchases, knowing full well that if he overestimates the
amount he is going to purchase he could lose not only the fee but also the amount that he is
paying on behalf of grain growers to the research levy. Therefore, if a person decided he
wanted to buy 50 tonines of lupins for his sheep and asked his neighbour to deliver a couple
of tmuckloads and received 60 tonnes, the purchaser would be going beyond the provisions of
his permit and would be subject to a fine of up to $50 000 according to this provision. These
are the sorts of things we are writing into the Grain Marketing Act. There is a requirement
that, every month, a form stating the amount of grain purchased is completed.
Section 22A(4) states -

A purchaser who purchases a prescribed grain under a permit issued under this section
may, not later than the end of the month following that of the purchase, be required to
deliver to the Grain Pool a notice in the form approved by the Grain Pool ..

That form specifies various things. I have an example of a permit that was issued on
13 December not getting to the farmer until the last week of that month. However, on
16 January, just after the holidays, the person received a letter stating that, under the
conditions of the permit, it is a requirement that a record of purchase be submitted to the
Grain Pool on a monthly basis for as long as the permit is valid. Failure to comply with the
requirement carries a penalty of $1 000, not a minimum of anything of that kind. That letter
will be sent from now on with a penalty of $2 000 in it. A person may not have bought grain
at that stage; he may have had the permit for only a week but receives a threatening letter
from the Grain Pool stating that he will be penalised $2 000 for not completing the required
forms. This amazes me because we are attempting to encourage people to buy grains. -I

would hate to think what might happen if that person bought a Ford motorcar and was
expected to fill in a farm stating how many kilometres he had done in a month.
When the person fils in the form and buys 10 tonnes more than is stated in the permit, the
form is evidence that that person has broken the law. I would not expect the Grain Pool to
act upon that. Certainly, the evidence in the form supplied by the purchaser stating that he
has contravened his purchase and has bought 10 tonnes too much would see him subject to a
penalty of up to $50 000.
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Because the Grain Pool is collecting fees ahead of purchase, people are inclined to have
several permits for purchase. Undoubtedly, they often purchase more than the amounts
contained in the permits, and I think threatening people in that manner is going too far
because the information being supplied in the form is of no consequence anyway. Whether a
person buys 50 tonnes of lupins is of interest to no-one. The information is collected for
statistical reasons only.
Hon 2.1. Charlton: That is not correct. It gives the Grain Pool the opportunity to know what
amounts are being transacted.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I think that is applicable if the amounts are great quantities.
The point I am making is that the provision applies to whether the amount of the purchase is
one tonne or 1 000 tonines. I think there should be some statement of quantity both in the fine
and elsewhere. Unfortunately, the Act and the fines to which we are referring are applicable
to the small purchasers as well as the big purchasers.
Members will recall that the Act was amended because we thought a company was going to
buy half the lupins of Western Australia and export them. The amendments were passed
because of that situation, but now apply to every small grower. Now we are applying the
fines to small growers and that concerns me. Section 228 states -

A person to whom a permit is issued under Section 22A shall not -

(a) use, or cause or permit to be used, any of the prescribed grain
purchased by that person under that permit for a purpose contrary to
the purpose specified in the permit;

A permit has written on it the words "For use of stockfeed on applicant's property". One
cannot always judge how much grain will be needed, and there will sometimes be a surplus at
the end. According to the provisions of this Bill a person will not be allowed to get rid of that
surplus grain. In normal circumstances it would be sold to someone else, cleaned and used
for seed, or used for some other purpose. The original fine of $2 000 was bad enough, but
the fine for using that grain in a manner other than specified in the permit will be increased to
$5 000. That is a ridiculous fine because at the end of the season one has to get rid of surplus
grain which could otherwise become a site for weevil infection. Under the circumstances the
proposed penalties are ridiculous.
The legislation provides for other penalties to be imposed, most of which concern those who
are handling grain on behalf of the Grain Pool, with the exception of that referred to by the
spokesman for the National Party in relation to regulations. Section 42 of the Grain
Marketing Act refers to regulations and the present fine of $250 will be increased to $2 000.
It is a ludicrous situation where regulations can be made without the knowledge of producers
or purchasers, who could be subject to fines of up to $2 000.
I will not say too much about whether these are maximum or minimum penalties. The letter
from the Gramn Pool does not mention maximum or minimum fines but states that the fine
shall be $1 000. Obviously the Grain Pool considers that only one level of penalty will be
imposed, and we have yet to [earn whether this will be the maximum amount. Obviously, if
the fine for a first offence is $50, and a second offence were commnitted, the magistrate or
whoever administered the Act in the court would not fine the person $ 10, but would take into
account that it was a second offence when imposing the fine. These penalties should be
examined more closely. It is very hard for members of Parliament to be suddenly presented
with 50 Acts for scmutiny. Perhaps this Bill should be dealt with as some other legislation has
been dealt with, and referred to a committee.

HON GRAHAM EDWARDS (North Metropolitan - Minister for Racing and Gaming)
[5.43 pm]: There is no doubt that this is a difficult Bill to deal with in the second reading
stage. I am pleased that Hon Bill Stretch indicated that it was a Bill to be dealt with in detail
in the Committee stage, because had he not done so it was my intention to emphasise that
point.

I respond to the points made by the two members opposite in relation to the Grain Marketing
Act by referring to the matters I raised in the second reading debate. In the introduction I
said that specific penalties reflected what was believed to be reasonable at the time. While
many of those penalties, through the process of time, have become almost irrelevant in some
sections, the amendments now proposed relate to what is accepted as reasonable at the time.
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That is particularly true of the Grain Marketing Act. Given that these amendments reflect the
Government's view of the importance of orderly marketing within the industry, the penalties
are considered by the Government to be reasonable at the time. It is difficult to put a value
on what is considered reasonable at the time in a way that will be accepted by everyone.
We now have the opportunity to go through those matters in the Committee stage, but it may
well be at the end of the day that differences of opinion will arise on what is reasonable at the
time. I do not know what procedures could be adopted to remove the value nature of
penalties, firtly, when legislation is originally introduced and, secondly, when it is amended
at a later stage. In conclusion, this Bill will not provide new penalties, but will amend
existing penalties. I ask members to bear that in mind as the matter is debated in Committee.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second time.

Committee
The Chairman of Committees (Hon J.M. Brown) in the Chair; Hon Graham Edwards
(Minister for Racing and Gaming) in charge of the Bill.
Clause I: Short title -

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I understood that in the preparation of this Bill a list was made setting
out the penalties that apply to certain Acts. Is it possible for a photocopy of that list to be
presented to members with arn interest in the Bill? Alternatively, would the Minister prefer
that questions be asked on the separate Acts referred to?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The easiest way is for the Commuittee to go through the matters
clause by clause. It may prove a little unwieldy, but it is probably the best way to address
this matter.

Clause put and passed.

Clause 2 put and passed.

Clause 3: Various penalties amended -

H-on W.N. STRETCH: I refer to the Agricultural Produce (Chemical Residues) Act and
chemical residues in stock in the area surrounding Manjimup, Pemberton, Donnybrook and
Harvey. Do the amendments apply to the quarantine of stock? If those penalties are not
administered with some flexibility there will be problems and challenges when testing stock
for chemical residues, because there have been some abnormalities in the testing levels and
results.
Hon GRAl-AM EDWARDS: Technically the answer is yes, but because of the severity of
the problem the Government does not intend to introduce severe penalties.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Are these minimum penalties?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: They are maximum penalties and expressed as such.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: There was considerable debate last year about the different veterinary
practices in the implantation of embryos. Are these penalties reflected in this Bill or does the
status quo still apply? I am particularly interested in laparoscopy in sheep because we have
dealt previously with transplants in cattle in some detail.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The new penalties will apply if they are passed in the
Chamber.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: In relation to the Cattle Industry Compensation Act and the Exotic
Stock Diseases (Eradication Fund) Act, do the fines go back to general revenue or do they
accrue to the compensation funds, because in some cases the compensation funds are getting
low?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will have to check that question because it is a general
question. I am not sure of the impact on the particular section we are dealing with. I will
advise the Committee accordingly.

Hon GEORGE CASH: The proposed amendment to section 13(2) of the Fmuit Growing
Industry (Trust Fund) Act seeks to delete the words 'Twenty dollars" and substitute
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"$2 000". In view of the substantial increase I ask the Minister to advise the Committee what
these penalties relate to. I would be happy if the Minister could advise me later.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I will take advantage of the Leader of the Opposition's offer to
advise him at a later stage of the Committee.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: A question was raised earlier by Hon David Wordsworth in relation
to the Grain Marketing Act and it seems that the approach being taken is similar to a
sledgehammer being used to crack a nut. I question whether the reference to a body
corporate could be changed or amended to refer to a corporate body not involved in bona fide
fanning. I have in maind a farmer buying in grain from a neighbour to lot feed his stock. That
would deal with the difficulty of the inadvertent offender such as the fanner who has not
filled in the proper permit or furnished the return which may be required by the Grain Pool.
One could differentiate that way from the international grain trader who might move in and
obviously disrupt the industry with large tonnages. This is something our colleagues in the
National Party are concerned about. It seems that the $25 000 fine for corporations is setting
a very large net to catch a very specific fish. What is the possibility of making a minor
change to the wording?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The industry supports these penalties. It really is a matter for
the courts to take chose considerations into account in determining when the penalty will
apply. One must remember that these penalties are maximum penalties.

Sittin suspended from 6.00 to 7.30 pm
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The truth of the matter is that the cattle industry compensation
fund is one which receives the penalties, they do not go to the CRF. However, the penalties
under the pig industry compensation fund are paid to CRF, not to the fund. We were also
talking generally about the size of some of the penalties. One of those crusts was the fruit
growing industry trust fund, where one penalty was $20. That was amended to $2 000. The
reason for that significant jump is that the fund was established in 1941 and the penalty had
apparently not been changed since.
Moving to the grain marketing matters that we were discussing, as I understand the thrust of
Hon Bill Stretch's comments, the amendment we were talking about leads to a very
significant penalty for a farmer who, for fanning reasons, has established himself as a body
corporate; in other words, he is not a grain trader. This is recognised. The thrust of this
amendment is not aimed at the farmer but at the corporate trader who could significantly
benefit from avoiding the law if the penalties were low. Only the courts are able to apply
these penalties at any level. The courts would take these matters into consideration, as would
the Grain Pool, when prosecuting. If it is of comfort to members, I am more than prepared to
request the Minister for Agriculture to convey the sentiments I have just expressed to the
Grain Pool.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I thank the Minister for his explanation. I have also had the
opportunity to study the report of the Minister's committee looking into the operations of the
Grain Pool. The Chamber will remember that that provision was included in the legislation at
the end of last year. It is pleasing to see the thrust of the recommendations, if I read them
correctly, is that the Grain Pool should be directed to play a more active role in encouraging
private traders and entrepreneurs to use grain. I welcome this change of attitude, if not on the
part of the Grain Pool itself, at least on the part of the committee. It goes some way to
vindicating the stand we took earlier, and it is of significance when taken in context with the
statement the Minister has just made. It would be very useful if the Minister conveyed that
indication to the Minister for Agriculture to pass on to the Grain Pool so that we will all be of
one mind on this. We want a proper, positive marketing set-up, not punitive penalties. I
welcome the Minister's assurance on this matter.

Hon GEORGE CASH: It is very important that the Minister convey his comments, through
the Minister for Agriculture if necessary, to the Grain Pool. At the moment a natural person
could be fined a maximum of $5 000 for a first offence, and up to $ 10 000 for a second
offence, or the same offence. Assuming the offender were a body corporate, the fine would
be five times "that amount. As the Minister suggested, in a corporate situation the magnitude
of the offence might be far greater than in the case of a natural person, but the Minister said
earlier that the court would have regard to the penalties that the Parliament provided. Natural
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persons who deal in grains in the fanning industry, whether it be for taxation or for other
commercial purposes, sometimes for convenience turn themselves into corporate entities, and
though there may be no great change in the business structure, that in itself would cause a
court to recognise that the fine would be five times as much. For that reason it is important
that the Minister convey those comments. I understand the intention is not to frighten people
away from becoming corporate bodies, but the Member's comments would assist.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Parliament does not impose the penalties; the courts impose
the penalties. All we do is set the maximums.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Parliament is now setting the maximum penalty for a first offence for
a natural person at $5 000. Parliament also sets the maximum penalty for a body corporate at
$25 000. 1 am sure the courts will interpret that move as meaning that, irrespective of the
offence, Parliament is saying that in the case of a corporate body the offence is of greater
significance. I am not so sure that that might not be the case.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I accept what the member is saying and I reiterate my
assurance that I will take it to the Minister.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: As I mentioned earlier, it is less than two years since this
legislation was brought to Parliament and the penalties were decided. The dollar is now not
worth half as much as it was two years ago. In the Minister's second reading speech he said
that the value of the dollar had dropped proportionately; that is a load of rubbish. I am sure
the Minister will now tell us that in respect of' the number of people who have been charged
these penalties are not having the desired effect, and therefore the Government has had to
double the penalties to make them worthwhile. That is the only reason I think the Minister
could do this.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The value of the Australian dollar was one of the matters that
needed to be considered in relation to the penalties, but any number of other matters need to
be considered when setting penalties. It does not matter what they are.
Hon D.J. Wordsworth: It matters very much.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: At the end of the day a judgment has to be made about what
these penalties should be and that a penalty needs to be one which reflects the realities of the
day. Once again that comes back to a matter of judgment.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: As a Parliament we are telling the people who have to work this
Act out in the courts that this is so serious we are doubling the fines in just two years. There
must be a good reason for this. One does not double penalties for the sheer fun of it.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I am sure it is not a matter of doubling penalties simply for the
fun of it. What is of importance here is the orderly marketing system.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I anm glad that the Minister mentioned that because I had
forgotten that before the tea suspension he said that the industry had decided this and that this
was what it wanted. The Minister happens also to be the Minister for Consumer Affairs and
the penalties I have listed are against consumers.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I refer to the Grain Marketing Act. On page 7 we are changing the
penalties on the same basis to $5 000 for a first offence for a natural person or $25 000 for a
corporate entity. This applies to people who neglect to obtain a permit or submit a return on
their purchase. As Hon David Wordsworth mentioned earlier, it is an extremely high penalty.
I am persuaded by the eloquence of the Minister to go along with the proposals. However,
the first one deals with illegal selling and delivering of grain. In other words, doing
something that one definitely is not allowed to do and knows darn well one is not allowed to
do it. I wish to refer briefly to the parent Act in relation to penalties, although I know, Mr
Chairman, that you would not allow the Chamber to get into a full-scale debate on the Grain
Marketing Act. However section 22A(4) reads as follows -

A purchaser who purchases a prescribed grain under a permit issued under this section
may, not later than the end of the month following that of the purchase, be required to
deliver to the Grain Pool a notice in the forn approved. ... specifying in respect of the
first-mentioned month -

(a) the name and address of each person from whom a prescribed grain
was purchased;
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(b) the date of purchase;

(c) the quantity of prescribed grain constituting each purchase;

(d) the use to which the prescribed grain was put; and

(e) any other matter prescribed for the purposes of this subsection.

Members will recall the long debate when this legislation went through a couple of years ago.
It was generally acknowledged that it was quite a complicated return and there were a lot of
variables which would not always be within the purview of the purchaser, and indeed the
seller. It seems that to set the same penalties for those two quite different offences is slightly
out of relation to the offences. I take the Minister's point that these being maximum tenms
and there being no mintimum leaves it within the ambit of the court, but it seems we are
putting people who mess up their return forms in the same category as people who go about
definitely breaking the law.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I think the penalty Hon Bill Stretch refers is increased from
$1 000 to $2 000.
Hon W.N. Stretch: It is at the top of page 7.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Section 22A(5)?
Hon W.N. Stretch: I am reading the wrong one.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I believe members ought to Look at the Companies Code. If
they did that, they would realise the penalty that Mr Bond1 for example, was up for as a result
of not completing his returns under the Companies Act would be a darn sight less than the
monthly fine for someone not putting in a form for buying five tonnes of grain from the pooi.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: I refer to the Marketing of Meat Act. Could the Minister tell me to
what penalties this increase refers? It is a doubling from $100 to $200.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It relates to unauthorised slaughter. The penalty is currently
$100 per carcase and it is proposed to increase that to $200 per carcase.
Hon W.N. Stretch: Of sheep, cattle, or pigs?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Per sheep carcase.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Does this cover the Marketing of Lamb Act?

Hon Graham Edwards: It is the same Act.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: [ refer now to the Pig Industry Compensation Act. This Act brings
to mind the current debate on transmissible gastroenteritis. which is currently causing all
members of Parliament to receive a great deal of correspondence from concerned members of
the rural community. I think the Minister said the fines payable under this went to the
Consolidated Revenue Fund and not to the industry.

Hon Graham Edwards: Yes.

Hon W.N. STRETCH: Do any of these provisions have any bearing on the current debate
about transmissible gastroenteritis and other pig diseases generally?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: It needs to be recognised that this Bill deals simply with
penalties, and I do not know that it deals with matters raised outside of the concept of
penalties.

Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: The regulation making section of the Pig Industr
Compensation Act states -

The Governor may make regulations for or with respect to -

(i) Prohibiting the feeding to pigs of foods which in the opinion of the
Chief Veterinary Surgeon are likely to be a source of infection of
disease to pigs;

This relates to the point raised by Hon W.N. Stretch in that the Federal Minister for Primary
Production has agreed to pig meat coming to Australia from Canada. If that meat is in our
food chain it could end up being fed to pigs as swill and the possibility exists of
gastroenteritis being spread through the herds in Australia. I gather that the Minister has
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written to his counterpart in Canberra raising concerns held by pig producers in Western
Australia. I was interested in Mr Wilson Tuckey's comments - he always keeps his ear to dhe
ground - about a person who had a piggery in Canberra and applied for a driver's licence for
daylight use because he had lost his licence due to drunken driving, or some similar offence,
and his excuse was that he had to collect pig swill around Canberra to feed his pigs; it is
illegal to do so, and it is illegal to do so under thisq ' Lu:! that did not stop him. While I
agree that the penalties should increase, I do not believe it wil stop the feeding of pig swill
and we could see the transmission of disease.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: Regarding the Plant Diseases Act 1914, we have the unusual
circumstance of deleting a $400 penalty and substituting a $200 penalty. Can the Minister
explain what the Act is about, and why this is to be done?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Once again it is a value judgment and a mailer of hindering on
a daily basis. It was felt in this instance that it was a penalty that needed to be amended to
address the realities of the day.
Hon W.N. Stretch: What do you mean by hindering?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The daily hindering of the owner by the occupier, or vice
versa.
Hon D.J. WORDSWORTH: I refer to the Soil and Land Conservation Act 1945, and I
remind the Minister that the Act was before Parliament last session; that is, it was under
discussion only a matter of six months ago in setting fines from $500 to $1 000, and raising
fines from $1 000 to $2 500. Franly, I need to know why this was done because it amazes
me that all figures are simply doubled. The Parliament deserves to know why the fines have
increased in a matter of six months.
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: That is not the case. Those penalties were not adjusted at that
time because it was forecast that this amending Bill would be coming up, and for that reason
no adjustments were made.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: In relation to the Stocks (Brands and Movements) Act 1970, the
Minister will remember that we had a long debate on the livestock marketing service as to
whether any financing would go to woy bills, and other such things. Is there any correlation
between that issue and this Bill?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Yes, it could be so if there was an offence against the Act
because the Bill increases general penalties for offences against the Act; it increases the
penalty from $50 and imposes a maximum of $2 000.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I wish to raise a mailer concerning the Veterinary Preparation and
Animal Feeding Stuffs Act 1976 referred to in my contribution to the second reading debate
regarding preparations held on farms and not yet handed in. Are any of the penalties under
that Act increased in this Bill?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: The penalties in this Act to be increased are those penalties
relating to the feeding of feed stuffs and not dealing with the effect produced.

Hon W.N. Stretch: So, sheep dips are not included in this provision?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: Sheep dips are included in this one but were not included in
the other one.
Hon W.N. STRETCH: I assume that any penalty relating to the Wheat Marketing Act 1984
will be in line with what we expect to debate later regarding other wheat matters so that we
will not have the situation in which Mr Wordsworth, for example, may put in one set of
penalties tonight and we change them on another night.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: I do not want to forecast what debate will take place in this
Chamber on a Bill that will be introduced later, but those matters will be debated.
I take the opportunity to thank the Committee for the manner in which it has dealt with the
Bill. As noted, it is a very difficult Bill and one that needed to be dealt with in Committee. I
thank members for their forbearance.

Clause put and passed.
Title put and passed.
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Report
Bill reported, without amendment, and the report adopted.

Third Reading
BUi read a third time, on motion by Hon Graham Edwards (Minister for Racing and Gaming),
and passed.

LAND TAX ASSESSMENT AMENDMENT BILL

Returned
Bill returned from the Assembly without amendment.

CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY PORTABLE PAID LONG SERVICE LEAVE
AMENDMENT BILL

Receipt and First Reading
Bill received from the Assembly; and, on motion by Hon Kay 1-allahan (Minister far Local
Government), read a first time.

Second Reading
HON KAY HALLAHAN (East Metropolitan - Minister for Local Government) (8.03 pm]:
I move -

That the Bill be now read a second time.

This B ill provides for the extension of the application of the construction industry portable
paid long service leave scheme to employees engaged in the lift and fence construction
sectors of the construction industry and brings the entitlements under the Act into line with
long service leave in the rest of the private sector.

The Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act was proclaimed on
19 December 1986. The Act provides long service leave to employees in the construction
industry - as defined - on the basis of service in the industry. Service in the industry need not
be continuous, nor need it be with one employer. To qualify for long service leave an
employee must complete 15 years' service in the construction industry. The Act is
administered by the Construction Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board, which is
tripartite in nature. The scheme, although in its infancy, has been a positive factor in the
stabilisation of industrial relations in the construction industry. Workers who had not
previously qualified for long service leave due to the intermittent nature of the work and the
fact that it typically embraced more than one employer, now perceive themselves to be on an
equal footing with other workers. This in itself has produced a moderation of attitudes, the
benefits of which are being realised in the form of improved workplace relations.

The Government has a commitment to fairness and equity. It is therefore necessary and
desirable to include workers in the fencing and lift construction industries who have until.
now been excluded from the provisions of the Act. The steps necessary to achieve this
objective have been addressed by the Tripartite Labour Consultative Council, the
Construction Industr Long Service Leave Payments Board and the Office of Industrial
Relations, and have been agreed by all of these parties. I will now detail those steps and in
addition describe some necessary administrative amendments which must also be made to
achieve the objective of the Act.

Firstly, the lift industry is specially excluded from the present scheme. However, the
Electrical Trades Union and the Lift Manufacturers Association of Australia have jointly
proposed that the scheme be expanded to include the lift industry. It is proposed that lift
installers be included but that employees engaged on alterations of a minor nature and those
engaged on maintenance functions be excluded. Secondly, while work on fences is included
in the definition of construction industry, the building of fences is not specifically included in
the scheme, as it is in some other States. The board considers that this type of construction
work, excluding rural fencing, should be included in the Western Australian scheme.

Thirdly, there are also differences between the entitlement provisions of the Construction
industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act 1985 and existing entitlements contained in
the Long Service Leave Act as amended by the long service leave standard provisions order.
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These differences mean that in some cases employees encompassed by the construction
industry scheme are worse off. Specifically, the construction industry scheme does not
provide for a second period of long service leave to apply 10 years after the first period of
15 years is completed. In addition, it does not have any provision for employees to take leave
on a pro rata basis after an initial period of 10 years' service.

The board considers that the construction industry scheme should not reduce available
benefits and to remedy the matter recommends that the Act be amended as follows -

(1) To provide for a second period of long service leave - eight and two-thirds
weeks - to apply 10 years after the first period of 15 years is completed.

(2) To allow employers and employees to agree to long service leave being taken
on a pro rata basis where an employee has 10 years' or more service.

(3) To specify that a period of service in respect of which an employee has
received a lump sum payment cannot thereafter be counted as service.

(4) To provide that employees who have at least 10 years' service, and are
terminated by their employers for reasons other than serious misconduct, be
eligible for a pro rata long service leave benefit. At present the Act provides
that employees with more than 10 years' service who terminate their own
employment may claim a pro rata benefit but employees terminated by their
employer may not.

Fourthly, the Australian Capital Territory, Victoria and South Australia already have
reciprocal agreements and New South Wales is to be joined in shortly. Given the mobile
nature of employment in the construction industry, especially in regard to major projects, the
board considers it desirable that employees be able to retain their long service entitlements
when working between States. To facilitate this, a provision to allow reciprocal
arrangements with other States and Territories has been included. In addition, the board
considers it desirable to have the option of entering into reciprocal arrangements with other
statutory and local government authorities in Western Australia to cover construction
industry employees moving between the public and private sectors. To enable agreements to
be reached with other States and with other statutory and local government authorities it is
proposed that the Act be amended to give the Minister for Labour the power to enter into
such reciprocal arrangements. It is also proposed to include a provision for the regulations to
prescribe individual public employers to be outside the Act. The Act applies to both public
employers and private employers. The exclusion provisions are required, as permanent
public sector employees are subject to the provisions of the long service leave general order.

Fifthly, sections of the Act provide for the chief executive officer of the board to provide
certificates regarding matters of fact which may be submitted as evidence in court
proceedings. These provisions cover matters such as -

that an assessment was made against an employer for contributions due to the board:

that a return was not received from an employer; and

that a person failed to furnish information as requested.

Also, evidence can be given as to whether an employer or employee is registered in the
scheme.

In summary then, the Government recommends that the Construction Industry Portable Paid
Long Service Leave Act 1985 be amended as follows -

(a) To include the lift industry in the definition of 'construction industry'.

(b) To include work on fences except "farm fences" in the definition of
".construction industry".

(c) To alter the entitlements -

by providing for a second period of long service leave - eight and
two-thirds weeks - to apply 10 years after the first period of 15 years is
completed;

to allow employers and employees to agree to long service leave being
taken on a pro rata basis where an employee has 10 years' or more
service;
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to specify that a period of service in respect to which an employee has
received a lump sum payment cannot thereafter be counted as service;
and

to provide chat employees who have at least 10 years' service and are
terminated by their employers for reasons other than serious
misconduct be eligible for a pro rata long service leave benefit. At
present the Act provides that employees with more than 10 years'
service who terminate their own employment may claim a pro rata
benefit but employees tenminated by their employer may not.

(d) To allow the Minister, on the advice of the Construction Industry Portable
Paid Long Service Leave Board, to enter into reciprocal arrangements with
other States arid Territories and Western Australian statutory and local
government authorities in respect of employees engaged in construction Work
only and to provide for regulations to be made to exclude certain public sector
employers from the Act.

(e) To amend the evidence provisions to allow certificates concerning the
following 'matters of fact" to be proof of facts unless evidence is offered to
the contrary -

that an assessment was made against an employer for contributions due
to the board;

that a return or contribution was not received from an employer;

that a person failed to furnish information as requested; and

whether or not an employer or employee is registered in the scheme.

Overall, the Bill has a simple objective to create fair and equitable conditions in the
construction industry in relation to portable paid long service leave. The introduction of
these amendments will make it possible for all construction workers to receive the same
entitlements. Accordingly, I commend the Bill to the House.

Debate adjourned, on motion by Hon George Cash (Leader of the Opposition).

MNOTION - ROTIIWELLS LTD

McCusker. Mr Malcolm - Inquiry, Terms of Reference

Debate resumed from 18 October.

HON G EORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [8.12 pm]: In the
absence of Hon Bob Pike, the mover of this motion, I wish some advice from you,
Mr President, on the procedure to adopt. I understand from the Leader of the House I may
need to move an amendment, but I am not sure what that amendment is.

Hon L.M. Berinson: Mr Pike has circulated it.

Hon George Cash: Is that on Supplementary Notice Paper No 20 of Wednesday, 18 October?

The PRESIDENT: Hon George Cash has indicated he seeks advice, what is it he wishes
advice on?
Hon GEORGE CASH: I was not aware that Hon Bob Pike would not be in the House
tonight. His understanding is that he had moved all that was necessary in relation to this
motion and that the Attorney General or another Minister would respond to it. From my
reading of his speech of 18 October in the Hansard record it seems that he may have already
moved the appropriate motion. However, if there is an amendment in Supplementary Notice
Paper No 20 of 18 October, I may need to move it.

The PRESIDENT: I can tell the honourable member what the situation is. Mr Pike did move
a motion on 18 October and debate was adjourned. Hon George Cash now has the call and
can say all he knows about the matter. Somebody else can then take up the debate.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Thank you, Mr President, I now understand the position clearly, that
no amendment was moved to Mr Pike's motion on L18 October. I support the motion. It is an
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important one which invites the Solicitor General, Mr Kevin Parker, QC, to give his opinion
and advice in respect of matters contained in the motion before the House. This is a matter
clearly within the province of this House to request and I trust that the Government will
cooperate by ensuring this motion is carried so that Mr Kevin Parker, QC, Solicitor General,
is able to tender this advice to the House.
HON J.M. BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Attorney General) [8. 16 pm]: It is difficult
to see the point of this motion, which seeks to clarify the extent and powers of the McCusker
inquiry. I say this because about two weeks ago Mr McCusker issued a statement which I
thought made the position quite clear. However, the Government has no objection to this
further inquiry. I am sorry for any confusion that may have risen as to whether there was an
amendment to the motion. My understanding was that an amendment had been moved, but
that is now beside the point.

The PRESIDENT; Order! I will tell the Attorney General what happened. The motion was
introduced initially in one form and Mr Pike sought leave of the House when moving that
motion to amend the Notice of Motion. That is where the confusion camne from, so
everybody is right.

Hon J.M. BERIINSON: There is general agreement that the motion should be carried and I
have indicated the Government's position.
Question put and passed.

STAMP AMENDMENT BILL (No 3)

Second Reading
Debate resumed from 31 October.

HON GEORGE CASH (North Metropolitan - Leader of the Opposition) [8.17 pm]: The
Stamp Amendment Bill had its genesis outlined generally in the Budget speech delivered on
31 August this year. In that speech the Government referred to various revenue initiatives
one of which was the stamnp duty to be imposed on the transfer of businesses, the revenue
from which was estimated to generate $2 million for the Government in the unexpired period
of 1989-90 and $5 million in a full year.

The second mailer referred to was the stamp duty to be imposed on chattels, revenue from
which was estimated at $9 million for the balance of 1989-90 and $16 million in a full year.
A third proposal was to impose stamp duty on mortgages to increase the rate from 25c per
$100 to 40o per $100. It was estimated that would yield about $8 million in the balance of
1989-90 and $15 million in a full year. Members will recall that that mailer was dealt with in
the Scamp Amendment Bill (No 4) which passed this House some time ago, and you, Mr
President, advised the House it has been assented to by the Lieutenant Governor.

The fourth matter outlined in the Budget speech referred to revenue initiatives as a stamp
duty proposal. At present insurance companies, because of the manner in which they are
required to calculate duty, pay duty on duty. This provision in the Bill will, after adjustment
and agreement, cost the Government something in the order of $800 000 for the balance of
1989-90, and $1.3 million in a full year.

Other provisions proposed in the Budget speech and contained in this Bill are aimed at
proportional stamping provisions for securities, and stamp duty on second mortgage market
instruments. The proposals in the Bill are designed to close a loophole - in the Government's
mind, and no doubt in the mind of the wider community - for those persons who transfer
motor vehicles but underestimate the market value of the motor vehicles transferred. The
Government estimates that closing the loophole will generate additional revenue in the order
of $3 million for the balance of 1989-90 and $5 million in a full year. I shall go into these
mailers in depth in a moment.

Another matter of interest is the proposal to re-insert section 40 in the Bill, which one could
nominate as the university clause. That in itself has had an interesting and chequered career.
In general, the Government's revenue initiatives in this Bill will be a burden on business, so
business will provide the additional revenue. There will be a very substantial impact on
business and on the community generally. In fact few in the community would fully
understand the impact that the provisions of Stamp Amendment Bil (No 3) will have either
on their lives or on their businesses.
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The Bill, in arr iving in this House at this stage, has had something of a chequered career. The
Supplementary Notice Paper now shows four pages of proposed amrendments. Some are
proposed by the Government, the Leader of the House having recognised flaws in the Bill as
it stands; some are proposed by Hon Max Evans, who gave an enlightened speech on this Bill
some two weeks ago. In the one hour and 30 minutes or 40 minutes which he took to discuss
various matters I am sure he was able to identify to those in the business community the
effect that this Bill will have on them. Other amendments proposed on the Supplementary
Notice Paper appear in the name of Hon Peter Foss, who proposes to delete certain clauses
and amend sections in the Act, and I have an amendment listed which proposes to include the
mining industry as part of the primary production area.
In discussing the Bill in depth, I refer firstly to the general propositions, which appear
relatively simple until examined in greater depth. For instance, the Government argues that
chattels generally will extend to various groups within the community. One of those groups
is the residential housing market. The Government argues that at present when residences are
transferred the general understanding is that about six per cent of the purchase price is written
off by way of chattels. Chattels are presently exempt, and the Government derives no
revenue from them. The Government now intends to include chattels of residential houses.
If one extends that principle a little further one might be excused for believing, as I have said
before in this House, that the Government is revenue desperate, because it intends to charge
stamp duty on chattels of ordinary residential premises. That means, in crude terms, that the
scruffy blinds in the kitchen, the dusty venerians and other chattels will now attract stamp
duty. The buyer of an established home with those scruffy blinds in the kitchen might not
regard them as scruffy blinds, but, whether he likes it or not, he will be paying stamp duty on
those chattels. The Real Estate Institute of Western Australia and the Housing Industry
Association have written to most members of Parliament making the point that, apart from
general inflation which will be caused by this Bill, they believe it is quite unnecessary, quite
ridiculous, and really an act of desperation on the part of the Government.
The Government has included other proposals to increase its revenue. Other tangible and
intangible forms of business will attract stamp duty on transfer. One area which concerns me
greatly is that of trademarks, patents and copyrights. I raise this issue because a cursory
reading of the Bill indicates that these areas are currently under Commonwealth control, and I
suggest to the Minister handling the Bill that we might find ourselves looking at some sort of
constitutional problem if we try to impose a State duty in these areas, but that is something
which other members will no doubt deal with during their second reading contributions to
this debate. I signal to the Leader of the House. who is handling this Bill in this House, that
members should have a clear understanding of whether the Act is ultra vires in imposing a
duty on these areas.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You are referring to property such as trademarks and copyrights being
transferred together with the transfer of a business?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes. Also the wider area of any challenge which might be mounted
in respect of any transfer of those copyrights, patents or trademarks.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you suggesting that the Bill would levy scamp duty on the transfer
of a copyright alone?
Hon GEORGE CASH: No. on the transfer of copyright. We need to address during the
Commuittee stage whether there will be an interpretation that it is attempting to impose a duty
on the copyright alone.
Chattels of mining companies will be included as dutiable items when they are transferred,
and these include heavy machinery such as bulldozers, scrapers, draglines, drilling rigs and
all other things that are essential in the operation of a mining company. I intend to move an
amendment that will put mining, quarrying and extractive industries under the heading of
primary production and they will therefore be exempt from these duties.
Hon J.M. Berinson: You do appreciate that duty on midning chattels would only arise when
the mining operation as a whole is transferred?
Hon GEORGE CASH: Yes, I appreciate that. Another area which will cause tremendous
concern to business generally is the proposal which intends to impose stamp duty on the
buying of particular partnerships. Will this provision be decided in respect of the value of
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the State partnership, the value of the national partnership or, perhaps if it is a very large
practice, the value of international partnerships? Who will determine the value of the
partnership and what appeal provisions will be available to people who find themselves in a
new area where duty is to be charged?

The transfer of knowledge or technology is another intangible area, If the intention of the
Bill, as it is presently drafted, is to catch a intellectual property that will be transferred, who
will value chat intellectual property? It is possible within a mining operation for an area of
land to be drilled and studied and for various geological studies to be done on a particular
location. An amount of $5 million might be expended on gathering information in respect of
that lease in order to establish what minerals may or may not be under the ground. The
proposition in the Bill is that should that intellectual property be transferred, that knowledge
which has been acquired will be subject to duty. The value of that intellectual property is a
matter of concern to the mining industry. I trust that the Minister will make clear the method
of valuation to be used and what would be expected of a mining company when it wants to
transfer intellectual property. Will there be a means of appeal if a difference of opinion in
valuation occurs?

The mining industry in Western Australia has probably brought these matters of concern to
the attention of the Minister. No doubt he will be able to advise us of what action the
Government proposes to take to ensure that we do not crucify the mining industry in Western
Australia just because the Government is desperate for a few measly dollars to balance its
Budget.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Or to provide the programs which the Budget allowed for. We have
been through that before so we do not have to rehash it.

Hon GEORGE CASH: We do not have to go through it again. This Bill will have a
significant itnpact on business and the community in general. The mining industry will get
the shock of its life when it works out just how much impact this Bill will have when various
transfers are cardied out within that industry. One should not underestimate the huge value of
production that Western Australia derives from the mining industry. One could say that it is
the goose that lays the golden egg. The mining industry in Westemn Australia has been
buoyant in recent years, although it has tailed off in recent months. That is no excuse for the
Government to continue to attempt to fleece that industry believing that, no matter what
impost the Government imposes, the industry will be able to meet its own obligations. If the
Government kills the goose that lays the golden egg it will have a very big problem. The
Government is working towards maiming if not killing the mining industry and not only the
Government will be the end loser; the Government is supposed to represent the people and
the community will be the loser. The Federal Labor Government has imposed a gold tax
which is something the State Liberal Party opposes, and now we see another impost on the
mining industry.

The Department of Mines in Western Australia reported that in 1987-88 the value of mineral
production was $6 946 million. That is a huge amount of money in anyone's business; it
accounts for something like 55 per cent of the value of production in Western Australia. The
Bill also relates to agriculture, forestry and fishing. According to the Department of Mines'
figures the value of production in those industries is 30 per cent of the total. This is much
less than the mining industry. although those industries have made a magnificent contribution
to the State. It is interesting that agriculture, forestry and fishing are to be exempted as
primary producers. If these industries produce only 30 per cent of production in Western
Australia I ask the Minister how he can justify not exempting the mining industry, which
produces 55 per cent of production in Western Australia. The information to back up the
figures that I have just read to the House is contained in the Departmnent of Mines annual
report for 1987-88.
The manner in which the insurance industry has been treated in this Bill is another area of
concern to me, Members will have been approached by various representatives of the
insurance industry and been told the tale of woe in relation to the Government's handling of
the insurance industry and the duty that it intends to apply to the industry. That is, the duty
on duty provisions- as they exist at the moment. I want to relate the understanding of the
insurance industry over the past few weeks. Quite clearly the insurance industry has been
forced to change its mind about this Bill. On 30 October 1989, the Minister for Budget
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Management wrote to Mr Reg Trigg, the Group Manager of the Insurance Council of
Australia, Western Zone, and advised him of the amendments to the Stamp Act. He said in
his correspondence that he was referring to a memorandum of 19 October 1989 which had
been sent to himn. He then referred to section 7 and suggested that -

Under the present provisions of the Act, the Commissioner, or his delegate, may
require the production of books, documents etc only in respect of instruments which
are liable to duty.

However, over recent years the Act has been amended to impose stamp duty on
certain transactions which are not evidenced by instruments.

The amendment now proposed widens the Commissioner's power to make enquiries
to assist in determining any stamp duty liability as well as for the general
administration of the Act.

In respect of section 96, the Minister for Budget Management advised as follows -

The new provisions are intended to provide that not only should stamp duty be
calculated without taking account of amounts which are shown separately as stamp
duty recoups but that there should also be a deduction where the stamp duty
component was included with the premium amount rather than shown separately.

The amendment does not impose any obligation for additional detail to be shown in
premium accounts or other insurance documents.

On 1 November, Mr Trigg wrote to the Minister for Budget Management - and a copy of the
letter was distributed to some members of Parliament - as follows -

Stamp Act Amendments

Thank you very much for your letter of October 30 in response to my memorandum
of October 19 last.

Your explanation on the effects of proposed amendments under Section 7 and the new
provisions under Section 96 are acknowledged.

In the light of your assurances, this Council has no objection to the matters in the
proposed Bill affecting Stamp Duty on insurance documents.

Clearly at the time the Insurance Council of Australia was prepared to believe the written
comments of the Minister.

Hon J.M. Berinson: It had every reason to believe it and it still does. To the extent that there
is any possible confusion, the Leader of the Opposition will be aware I have listed the
amendments to put the matter beyond doubt.

Hon GEORGE CASK: I have said that in response to the Minister's letter dated
30 October 1989 to the Insurance Council of Australia and the assurances contained in chat
letter, on 1 November the Insurance Council wrote to the Minister accepting his assurances.
Clearly, when the Insurance Council and other groups within the community received
circular No P4/89 from the State Taxation Department under the name of L.I. Walters,
Assistant Commissioner (Stamp Duty Returns) dated November 1989, which basically
reverses the propositions or certainly altered significantly the propositions contained in the
earlier letter from the Minister for Budget Management in respect of proposals affecting
insurance companies, they would have been somewhat disillusioned and indeed upset that
they appeared to have been misled.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That circular was misunderstood; it lent itself to being misunderstood; I
admix that at once but the reality is that nothing in that circular changed the assurances I had
previously given.

Hon GEORGE CASH: It is fine that the Minister now states that in this House -

Hon J.M. Berinson: I have also stated it to the industry.

Hon GEORGE CASK: - given the fact that he now is very aware of what the insurance
industry, firstly, thinks of his original letter and, secondly, interpreted from the comments of
the circular. Clearly, the industry mistrusted the Minister. In an urgent memorandum dated
13 November and sent to a number of members of Parliament the Insurance Council of
Australia made the following points -
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Stamp Act 1921 Amendment Bill 1989
Whilst at first reading the Amendment Bill, with particular reference to new Section
96, seemed to be a diabolical way of ensuring the continuance of payment of stamp
duty on the assessed insurance premiums in accordance with the finding of Judge
Wallace J. in a test case mounted by this Council. This prevented the Commissioner
of State Taxation assessing duty on the total amount payable (including stamp duty)
or imposing "a ta on a tax".

The assurances of the Minister for Budget Management, the Hon. Joe Berinson, MLA
allayed our fears until the Commnissioner of State Taxation issued edicts to insurers in
the first week of November before the Bill had even been debated in the Legislaive
Council.

Attached please find a copy of a comuni-cation to the Minister for Budget
Management. ICA seeks the urgent action ...

The correspondence goes on to invite members of the Legislative Council to seek
amendments to the Bill to simply conform with the judgment of Mr Justice Wallace. Since I
received my copy of the memorandum, I understand that fuirther discussions may have taken
place between the Minister or his departmental officers and the insurance industry.

The Minister for Budget Management comes into this place and takes offence at times when I
claim his Government is revenue desperate; yet we see the State Taxation Department in the
first week of November before this Bill has even entered the Committee stage, let alone
passed through the House, issue edicts making it clear to insurers that the department intends
to interpret various calculations and provisions in a particular way.

Hon Tom Stephens: The offence I take is not with what the Leader of the Opposition says
but with how he says it.

Hon GEORGE CASK: I can understand that comment from Hon Tom Stephens. When
passing hinm in the corridor I said I was sorry he had been involved in the earthquake.
Perhaps the term "shaking Stephens"' was relevant to the fact he obviously had suffered some
reaction to the earthquake.

Hon Tom Stephens: Are you being unkind?

Hon GEORGE CASH: We do not all speak in the way in which the member would like but
we should expect that the insurance industry had every right to believe it had been betrayed
by the Minister. Clearly, its comments indicate that it was unhappy with the way in which
the Minister had handled this matter. In the end it is not what the Minister necessarily
suggests in this House - unless of course it is in his second reading speech - it is in fact what
ends up being written into the Act that will enjoy the force of the law. All the promises in the
world that the Minister might give various sections of the business community by way of
letters of comfort do not amount to much if they have no legislative foundation. That is the
very point the Insurance Council of Australia was trying to make. The State Taxation
Department did not stand by the Minister's assurances. 1 agree wholeheartedly with the
Insurance Council of Australia's interpretation of the events. The Supplementary Notice
Paper indicates certain amendments in respect of the insurance industry. We will discuss
whether the amendments cover the needs of the industry or need further amendment in the
Committee stage.

The Western Australian Fishing Industry Council is very concerned also that it had been
overlooked in negotiations on the Bill. Members in this place have, from time to time.
advised the House that the fishing industry in We stemn Australia receives more than
$200 million a year in export earnings from the rock lobster industry alone. Other areas of
the fishing industry are very big earners both on the domestic and export market and, until
discussions between the fishing industry and the Minister for Fisheries were held, it appeared
the fishing industry would not be recognised as a primary producer. That was attended to
after negotiations and it is now intended that the industry will be recognised as a primary
producer. However, the industry has not been accommodated in relation to the transfer of
licenses and some other areas of the fishing industry, and it will have to pay substantial duty
in those areas.

The Institute of Finance Brokers was concerned also at the provisions in this Bill and wrote a
letter to a number of people. It is headed, "Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3)" and states -
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The institute tecently wrote to you and your Parliamentary colleagues on the issue of
the increase in ad valorem scamp duty on mortgages. We now appreciate that the
Opposition cannot amend a money bill.

I assume the writer of the letter was referring to the Legislative Council. It continued -

I am enclosing a copy of a self explanatory letter to Hon. Joe Berinson suggesting the
Government introduces a minor amendment when the debate comes on in the
Council.

The Institute hopes the Opposition would support such an amendment ...
It then refers to other matters. The letter to the Minister is on the letterhead of the Institute of
Finance Brokers and is headed "Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3)". It is dated 9 November
1989 and states -

The Executive Council of ths Institute, as a matter of urgency wishes to bring to your
attention what we believe is an oversight in the drafting of the Bill. It relates to
Section 83. We believe that no provision has been made for cases where a mortgagor
or obligor refinances a loan on an existing owner-occupier mortgage.
An example of this, which may well occur when high interest rates exist is - the
borrower has an existing housing loan from XYZ bank for which the current rate is
19.5%. The borrower decides to refinance trough say, Citibank by committing
himself to a 15 year term loan, with the interest rate for the first five years being fixed
at 15.95%.
Our interpretation of the amending Bill is that such a borrower would not receive the
benefit of Clause 83 1(a) (a)ijii,iii. We doubt this would have been the Government's
intention.

In light of this we urge the Government to introduce a suitable amendment when the
Bill is debated in the Council.
I have written a similar letter to the Hon. David Parker.

Yours sincerely,

Ron A. Pollock
SECRETARY

Again, amendments appear on the Supplementary Notice Paper in relation to those clauses of
the Bill. Whether they satisfactorily address the issues raised by the Institute of Finance
Brokens is a mailer that can be discussed in the Comnittee stage.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I am sure they do.

Hon GEORGE CASH: Does the Minister have confirmation of that?

Hon J-M. Berinson: I know from the draftsman that they do.

Hon GEORGE CASH: But not from the Institute of Finance Brokers?

Hon J.M. Berinson: No.

Hon GEORGE CASH: The other area of concern is the fact that the Bill intends to introduce
a new section 40 into the Act. Members will be aware that the proposed section deals with
the charging of duty on universities. Obviously that includes the University of Western
Australia. Given the wording of the proposed new section, it will extend to charitable
institutions and religious groups. It is an interesting situation that the Government should
now use the facilities of this Bill to try to propose what the Government must determine was
a loophole, because for many years. the University of Western Australia was exempt from
duty under particular circumstances. Section 36 of the University of Western Australia Act
gave a special status to that university. It reads -

No tax or rate shall be charged or levied upon any property vested in the University;
but the benefit of such exemption shall not extend to any other person who may
become the owner of any estate or interest in such property, whether as purchaser,
lessee, or otherwise; and notwithstanding such exemption, such property shall be
rateable while the same is leased or occupied for any private purpose.
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The proposed section, which I recognise can be dealt with in the Committee stages, seems to
cut across the provisions of section 36 of the University of Western Australia Act. I worked
for five years for the investments and endowment committee of the University of Western
Australia. The university sought to rely on that section in all its dealings that [ recall that
were endorsed by the investments and endowments commaittee.
Hon I.M. Berinson: Actually, it was not that section that exempted it. It was the exercise of
the commissioner's discretion under the Stamp Act. I will refer to that.

Hon GEORGE CASH4: I would be surprised if that were the case because, recently, the
University of Western Australia mounted a court case in respect of a discretion that was used
by the Commissioner of State Taxation. The university won its case handsomely in so much
that the court determined that the State Taxation Department, in the use of its discretion, was
wrong and that it should not succeed in charging the duty.

Hon J.M. Berinson: The university succeeded on the court's interpretation of the Stamp Act,
not because of the provisions in the University of Western Australia Act.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I take the point. I am making the point that the University of
Western Australia believes that it has a particular status within the community and it is clear,
from the intention of the Government in proposed section 40, that it will strike out not only
the special status of the University of Western, Australia, but also the status of various
charitable and religious organisations in Western Australia. I doubt whether those religious
and charitable bodies fully understand the implications and impact that this BWi will have on
them if it is enacted in its present form.

I am pleased to note that Hon Peter Foss has an amendment on the Supplementary Notice
Paper to delete clause 11, the university clause, no doubt for reasons he will explain in due
course when he makes his contribution. Overall this Bill has very wide ramifications. Its aim
is to raise substantial revenue for the Govertnent, and I argue that the revenue suggested in
the Budget papers and in the Minister for Budget Management's second reading speech has
underestimated the situation. If the House is prepared to support mny amendment by
including the mining, quarrying and extractive industries as part of primary production, less
revenue will be derived by the Government in that area.

It is proposed to amend this Bill in a number of ways and clearly it does not enjoy the wider
support of the business community, nor of the community in general if they work out its
effect on them. There are now four pages of proposed amendments on the Supplementary
Notice Paper, and I am aware that Hon Max Evans, who is leading for the Opposition on this
Bill, has had significant discussions with the Minister for Budget Managemnent and senior
officers of the State Taxation Department on the implications of the legislation. Clearly a
great deal more needs to be discussed and ironed out and, rather than use the Committee
stage in this Chamber, whereby the Minister is attended by a number of senior officers from
the State Taxation Department and is able to seek advice on the floor of the Chamber, it
would be in the interests of this House generally to give consideration to referring this Bill to
an ad hoc comm-ittee. I make this suggestion given the complexities of the matters likely to
be raised in the Committee stage. The ad hoc committee could comprise Hon Max Evans, the
Minister for Budget Management, the Leader of the National Party in this House if he wishes
to be included, and such other members as are necessary - I am thinking of Hon Peter Foss,
who I know wants to make a considerable contribution to this debate.

The proper way to handle this B ill, if it is to be handled in a reasonable and constructive
manner, may be to remit it to a commnittee which can fully analyse its implications, rather
than members' attempting to make amendments on the runi during the Conmmittee stage. If
we are required to use the traditional method of the Committee stage of the Bill we could do a
disservice to the community, and possibly to the Government, by carrying amendments the
impact of which may not be known by members. If this place is to be the House of Review,
as so often members rightly claim it is, the Binl should be considered at length, and that
consideration might best take place in an ad hoc committee which would enable expert advice
to be brought to bear on suggested amendments.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I believe that after my reply to the second reading debate we will reduce
the contentious issues to two or three. You may make the judgment then.
Hon GEORGE CASH: I wish I could be as confident as the Minister for Budget
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Management, given the depth of feeling in the community and the inrerpretation that some
members of the business community have placed on the various circulars they have received.
I refer the Minister to the number of Orders of the Day on the Notice Paper which relate to
proposed committees of this House. I again urge him to give consideration to the very
constructive nature of those proposals. If these committees are established, matters such as
the Stamp Amendment Bill (No 3), which are very complex in nature and will have wide
ranging effects on the community, could be considered in a proper and constructive way, and
the Parliament would be better served by those discussions in a broader committee situation.

I look forward to the discussion that will take place in the Committee stage. I know the
Minister for Budget Management is keen for this Bill to proceed through the House with the
least possible delay. Given the complexity of the Bill, we shall not be able to rush its
progress; if we did so, the other House might not consider the amendments that may be
necessary as a result of hurried consideration of the Bill. That is no way to handle
amendments to the Stamp Act.

HRON PETER FOSS (East Metropolitan) [9.07 pm]: I endorse the remarks of my leader
because I consider that this Bill is a disaster. This disaster has arisen from the fact that the
Bill has not had public scrutiny in the course of its drafting. Such scrutiny would have made
a huge difference to the quality of the Bill. There are so many matters with which to deal
relating to this Bill that [ cannot possibly deal with them all in the course of an address to this
House; therefore, I will pick a few which I think are pertinent. I also refer to a matter which
was raised by Hon Max Evans on the question of the nature of the duty with which we are
dealing. This is an imnportant aspect to gain an appreciation of the problems with the
application of a tax of this nature and the sorts of transactions now considered.

The name of the Act gives a hint; it is called a Scamp Act, and it is so called because - it is a
tax from the United Kingdom -it was originally enforced by requiring a stamp to be affixed
to documents. Essentially the Stamp Act related to a tax which operated not on transactions
but on instruments. An adhesive stamp was affixed to a piece of paper on which was written
an agreement. Various changes occurred over the years and later embossed stamps were
used. I remember when I started in the legal profession that embossed stamps were the most
frequent way of affixing scamps. They were embossed into the paper, although it was still
possible to affix adhesive stamps. Subsequently the stamp became a cash register mark on
the tap of a piece of paper. Some of the departures that cook place were matters of
convenience. Sometimes it was inconvenient to send every document in for a stamp to be
affixed. Cheques were such an example and, rather than affixing scamps to every cheque,
one filled in a return, paid the duty, and printed on the cheque that duty had been paid.

With insurance policies it was convenient to send in a return and pay the stamp duty on the
return rather than to pay it on each document. T'his is happening with a number of other
credit documents where it is easier to file a return and pay the duty rather than physically
stamp every document. Of course, it did not cake long before somebody decided that this
could be taken a bit further in that, rather than wait for people to actually produce a document
which they could be forced to stamp, they were required to produce a document so that it
could be stamped. That got the State into a little bit of trouble. One example was the receipt
tax where people were obliged to write a receipt for every transaction and to pay stamp duty
on that receipt. Ultimately, it was held to be unconstitutional because that receipt tax
amounted to an excise. As members would be aware, excises are solely within the control of
the Commonwealth Government. That caused considerable problems because all the money
had to be given back. Another device has been to require the production of a memorandum
relating to a document where the document itself is not within the State. That is the way in
which successive Governments have stretched the nature of the tax, so that it is not
necessarily just a tax on instruments but has almost become a tax an transactions. Whenever
one moves away from an accepted tax, such as the stamp tax, into these other areas one runs
the possibility of transgressing various other requirements of the law which are particularly
difficult in Australia because of the Federal system here. I have outlined the background to
this tax, and will refer now to some of the provisions that I find objectionable.

The first is the one referred to last by my leader and chat is related to charities. On pages 10
and I11 of the Minister's second reading speech what was stated is quite wrong. I understand
this was pointed out in another place. It read -
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The State Commnissioner of Taxation exercised, until recently, an absolute discretion
in determining which instrwnents involving charitable purposes should be exempt.
Generally, exemption was not granted where the transaction was of a commercial
nature, such as the acquisition of an investment property not used directly for the
charitable purposes of the organisation. However, the Supreme Court recently ruled
that the Act did not convey any discretion on the commissioner, and that it was
mandatory for an exemption to be allowed.

I suppose, to some extent, there is a contradiction in terms where it says that the
commissioner exercised a discretion and that the Supreme Court said he did not have one. It
may be said that the commuissioner purported to exercise a discretion, but in fact he did not
even do that. All transactions related to charities, quite properly were not subject to stamp
duty whether they were of a commercial nature or non-commercial nature.

Hon J.M. Berinson: Are you saying they were not subject to or not subjected to?

Hon PETER FOSS: They were neither subject to it nor subjected to it.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is factually wrong.

Hon PETER FOSS: I am saying that what the Minister has said is factually wrong.
Hon J.M. Berinson: Does that make us even or what?

Hon PETER FOSS: No, F happen to know how this transaction, referred to in the second
reading speech, came about. The university had regularly carried out transactions of a
commercial nature, none of which had been subject to stamp duty. It was only because one
came up which had a lot of transactions in it that looked like an awful lot of money that the
commissioner purported to exercise, for the first time, a discretion he did not have. He was
taken to the Supreme Court and was shown to be wrong. It was only the avarice of the
commuissioner in this instance that caused him to try to take this attitude, and he was quite
properly shown to be wrong. There always has been and logically always should be no
distinction between the application of the stamp duty provisions to transactions involved in
charities, whether they are using the property for their own direct charitable purposes or
whether it is an investment property, the income from which would eventually be used for
charitable purposes. This is an important point for us to recall. If a charity earns income, it
has to use that income for the purposes of the charity. That money will always be used for
charitable purposes. Because somebody may be paying rent for a property it does not mean
that the owning of that property as an investment is not for charitable purposes. If the
Government imposes this stamp duty on charities, they will have less money. One cannot get
away from that.

Hon I.M. Berinson: It only applies to the universities, Mr Foss.

Hon PETER FOSS: No, all of the charities.

Hon J.M. Berinson: No, all other charities have been paying conveyance duty on the
purchase of property except for its own purpose.

Hon PETER FOSS: Well, they should not have been.

Hon J.M. Berinson: That is what the Supreme Court is now saying.

Hon PETER FOSS: I am glad to say that some charities are better advised than others. I do
not believe they should be paying that tax. It is illogical to say they should not'pay tax when
they are actually using it themselves, but they should pay tax when they are using it to earn'
income for charitable purposes. It escapes me. Why on earth does the Government want to
take the money from the charities? The only reason I can think of is the reverse Robin Hood
mentality. The Government gave a lot of money to Laurie Connell and all its other mates and
now wants to take it away from the poor. That is the only explanation I can see for it all.

Hon J.M. Brown: ShamefU. What a poor contribution. You don't know what it is for.

Hon PETER FOSS: I certainly do, I know why the Government needs this money. it has
spent an awful lot of money recently and it is now looking for somebody to rake it from, and
one of the groups to take it from is charities. One cannot escape the fact that any charity that
has to pay stamp duty on property required for investment will have that much less money
than if it did not have to pay the stamp duty. Is that logic wrong? The answer has to be yes,
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they will have less money to spend on their charitable purposes. It is inescapable that the
Government will be taking money away from being spent on charitable purposes. It is quite
illogical to make the distinction in the Bill between whether it is used for charitable purposes
and all these other things in this new section. The Minister for Budget Management may
object to my comparison that it is reverse Robin Hood mentality but, like it or not, the
Government has spent an awful lot of money which has ended up in the pockets of some very
rich people and it is now looking for some other ways to recoup that money, and one of those
ways is to take it away from the poor people.

Hon George Cash: Revenue desperate.

Hon PETER FOSS: This Bill also seeks to impose stamp duty on transfers of partnership
interests. If one had some BHP shares and wanted to sell them, one would take them to the
stamp office and would hope that they would be assessed on the value of those shares. One
would not expect the stamp duty office to ring up BHP and ask for the total value of BHP's
assets. Having got the total of their assets, the stamp office might then divide the number of
shares into the value of the assets and use that as the basis for the value of the shares. One
would expect the stamp duty to be based on the value of the shares, probably determined by
looking at the market price if it were a publicly traded share, or otherwise by looking at the
total value of the assets and deducting the liabilities. One would then find the net value of
that share and one would expect the stamp duty to be based on that value.

Is that what is being done in regard to a partnership? No, it is not. By virtue of the
provisions of the Partnership Act, that is exactly the sort of interest that a partner has.
Section 33 of the Partnership Act is headed, "What is a partner's share?" and it says this -

The share of a partner in the partnership property at any time is the proportion of the
then existing partnership assets to which he would he entitled if the whole were
realized and convented into money, and after all the then existing debts and liabilities
of the firm have been discharged.

In other words, the partner is not entitled to the property; he is entitled to have the property
realised, all debts paid, and to receive the net result. The partner is not entitled to all the
assets; he is entitled to have the assets administered, sold, debts paid and to receive his share
at the end. There are other sections in the Partnership Act which deal with the process of
dissolution and so forth.

I appreciate the legal distinctions between partnerships and companies, but what the
individual partner receives when he becomes a partner means, in essence, he is in exactly the
same position as a shareholder of a company. This Bill purports not to assess the stamp duty
on the net value of the assets, but to do what I suggested - ring up BHP and get the total value
of all the assets, disregarding the liabilities, and assess stamp duty on the gross value. That is
absolutely unfair. I worked out some examples of what could happen. Many partnerships
own very little. They have some assets, but their liabilities often exceed those assets. They
put their work in during the course of the year, and at the end of it receive some income. In
many ways partners are little better off than employees. In fact in some ways they are worse
off, because they have all the exposure to the public, but they earn their money by reason of
the work they put in. They have no guarantee of a profit or salary, they have exposure to the
public, yet in essence they eamn money as a result of pulling in effort.

I postulate the example of a young person who joins a partnership and acquires a share. He
works hard for a year, and at the end leaves the partnership. Under the provisions proposed
in this Bill stamp duty would be payable on various transactions. Let us take a firm with two
partners and assume it has work in progress valued at $1 million. The partnership cannot
send out the bills yet, the work is not yet finished, but it has other assets of $1 million and
liabilities of $2.25 million. These figures are not unusual for partnerships; large amounts of
money are outstanding at any time because they must do the work, send out the bill and
eventually they are paid. A huge amount of time is invested before a bill is sent out. It might
be necessary to acquire office equipment, premises and so on. The partnership does not have
the money for this; it must go to the bank and borrow it. This partnership may have
borrowings of $2.25 million, assets of $2 million and liabilities of $2.25 million. The person
coming in as a partner does not receive any assets; he is actually starting with a share in a
liability of $250 000.
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The nasty rub here is another asset which is capable of being added - one which may not be
shown in the partnership books at all - and that is goodwill. It has been the tendency of the
stamp duty office in certain other areas when assessing goodwill to assess it by what is called
one year's purchase. The amount of goodwill in a business is assessed as being equal to what
the business will earn by way of income in one year. Let us say that the amount one would
earn is $70 000. On that basis a two partnership firm would have goodwill worth $140 000
possibly assessed against it. So the duty charged under this eml as presently framed, just for
coining into the fin-n, would be assessed on $500 000 worth of work in progress, $500 000
worth of other assets and $70 000 of goodwill. That would amount to $1.07 million worth of
assets on which the partner would be charged. All the partner would be receiving would be
half a share in $250 000 worth of debt.

I have just noticed my mathematical calculation here is wrong, but I think I can get fairly
close to the right figure. The stamp duty on that sum would be $16 775, plus 4.25 per cent of
$570 000. It would be a little less than the figure I have here of $43 975. We are talking
about a very significant amount of stamp duty. If the partner gets out at the end of the year,
that same amount of stamp duty is payable again. All this young bloke wants to do is to try
out being a partner. He is instantly hit for a large amount of money. The total amount of
stamp duty payable on that transaction would be more than a year's income.
Hon DiJ. Wordsworth: The duty would have gone up.

Hon PETER FOSS: All he has done is work a year for the State Taxation Office.

Hon Max Evans: What is new?

Hon PETER FOSS: I have purposely selected these figures to illustrate that point. The
important point I wish to make is that they are not improbable figures; they are very real
figures. Professional people such as lawyers, accountants, architects, surveyors and medical
practitioners are likely to have systems of that sort Where they are deeply indebted to the
bank. Their earnings come from working hard in the business, but in what other job does one
have to pay stamp duty on one's yearly income? If the Government starts saying to members
of unions that the first thing they must do when they get a new job is pay stamp duty on a
year's income, there will be a few people marching down St George's Terrace. That is what
the Government will end up doing with these people because it is saying, "You will pay
stamp duty, not on the net, which you are entitled to, but on the gross assets", disregarding
the fact that these people are subject to debt. This is plain straight out unfair. The attempt to
put this by when the Government is quite well aware of this section of the Partnership Act
because the amendments proposed to this Bill refer to section 34 of the Partnership Act is
unfair. The Government is plainly conscious of the effect of that Act; it knows that section
34 says something totally different from what the Government is putting in its Bill. The
Government knows what section 33 says and is here saying, 'Forget section 33;, we do not
want to know what people really have. We want to get some money out of them. If we only
tax them on what they really have, we will not get half as much or a quarter as much out of
them. We will probably not get anything at all. Let us tax them on something really
worthwhile. Let us tax them on their gross assets and ignore their liabilities." I think that is
unfair and unreasonable. If one brings in goodwill as well, the Government will tax people
on their year's income. In a time when we are trying to get people to do some useful work
and earn money for the community that is unreasonable.

Hon Max Evans: That comes out of the individual's own pocket.

Hon PETER FOSS: Exactly. It is up front money too. It is not paid like income tax as one
goes, or at the end of the year. It is paid firs up; before one does anything else one is told,
"Pay us the money."

Hon Max Evans: Will you get a tax deduction for stamp duty?

Hon PETER FOSS: Hon Max Evans can tell me that.

Hon Max Evans: No, you will not.

Hon T.G. Butler: Max, you will interject on anyone.

Hon Max Evans: I learnt it from you.

Hon PETER FOSS: I think Hon Max Evans interjects extremely well; his interjections are
intelligent.
A72651-2
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Several members interjected.

The PRESIDENT: Order! We have already got half the House working out those sums.

Hon PETER FOSS: I have some other sums which are worked out correctly. To give the
House another example: Four partners, the same amount of assets - $1 million, work in
progress;, $1 million, to other assets; $21250 million in debt - if they are all earning $70 000 a
year, that would provide a goodwill of $280 000. If one partner retires and a new partner
acquires his share, that will be a total dutiable amount of $570 000 and the duty on that would
be $19 775. If he went out at the end of the year, nearly $40 000 would go in stamp duty. If
there are four partners, this time with varying shares - same figures; $1 million, $1 million,
$2.250 million, with $280 000 goodwill - partner A holds 50 per cent; partner B holds
20 per cent, partner C holds 20 per cent and partner D holds 10 per cent. They have some
rearrangements as partner A is getting on in years and wants to cut down on his involvement,
while the junior partner is dead keen to get some more money, which is a fairly comnmon
occurrence. Therefore they change to 20 per cent, 30 per cent, 30 per cent and 20 per cent.
Nothing is really changing; what they are saying is, "You are going to take a bit more of the
cake than us because you are coming up and doing more work while this old bloke is going to
take a bit less because he is doing less work," They are running the business in the ordinary
way and making some interfirm adjustments. The net result is that 30 per cent of the
partnership assets would have changed hands and the duty on 30 per cent on those three
things is $24 595. The partners were only trying to make minor rearrangements in their
partnership and share their debt among them but the stamp duty fee is nearly $25 000.
Hon George Cash: The bad news is that soon after that the junior partner files for
bankruptcy.

Hon PETER FOSS: Yes, and they are charged again. This is really an iniquitous tax. I am
amazed that the Government did not exempt work in progress; that it did not do it on a net
basis and did not exempt goodwill. I have placed amendments on the Notice Paper dealing
with all those items.

There are some extraordinary things in this legislation in respect of licences. The whole area
of licences and business property is being picked up on. I am concerned at the
constitutionality of these so far as they relate to matters within Commonwealth legislative
power where the Comnmonwealth has already legislated. I refer particularly to the possibility
that some of these clauses will extend to registered designs, patents, copyright and the other
matters which have already been dealt with by Commonwealth legislation. I draw members'
attention to the concept that there may very well be areas in which theme is the possibility of
both the Commonwealth and the State legislating in the same area. However there is a
doctrine that says that when the Commonwealth occupies the field there does not have to be a
direct conflict between this provision and that provision; one does not have to go around
saying, "The Commonwealth Act says you do not need to have this registered but the State
Act says you do need to have it registered." There does not have to be a conflict of that
nature for the State's right to legislate to be ousted. It is quite sufficient for the
Commonwealth to occupy the field.

Hon J.M. Berinson: But things like copyright and trademarks -

Hon PETER FOSS: But copyright, trademark and patents are all Commonwealth matters, as
are registered designs.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I appreciate that, but under the Bill copyrights and trademarks would be
subject to duty only when transferred with the sale of the business. Are you suggesting that
there is anything under Commonwealth law, under any doctrine, to prevent stamp duty being
imposed in those circumstances?

Hon PETER FOSS: That is what I amn asking the Minister for Budget Management. That is
a very good question and it needs to be answered. There is a serious doubt about this matter.
Part 3 of the Stamp Act Provides certain miscellaneous general provisions of the effect of the
failure to stamp. For instance, parts of this quite plainly could not extend to Commonwealth
officers, but that is not the point I am making, so I hope I can anticipate the Minister's
anticipating me. Quite plainly, to the extent that the Stamp Act refers to officers not
registering things or allowing things to be transferred, it has to be read down as nor applying
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to Commonwealth officers. However, it provides a regime for what has to be done in order
to carry out a transfer of property and deals with the formalities which have to be observed -
for instance, if one warned to prove in a court that there had been a transfer of a trademark.
The Commonwealth Act: quite plainly explains how trademarks, copyrights and patents are
transferred. It is sufficient in itself;, it has occupied the field in saying what formalities had to
be met in order to effect a proper transfer of that property.

I will raise another constitutional matter, which did not concern me as much as it concerned
somebody else, who was extremely worried about it: Because of the nature of the
Commonwealth legislation with regard to the effecting of the transfer of property rights in
these areas, I believe the general provisions in part 3 of the Stamp Act may very well impinge
in the same field as the Commonwealth Act. It is not that there are prohibitions in the
Commonwealth Act, and it is not that there are prohibitions in the State Act; the reason that I
say one has to be careful to determine whether it is constitutionally valid is that they may
occupy the same field. It is not necessary to prove invalidity to say that those provisions are
inconsistent with each other; it is sufficient if they occupy the same field. I believe there is a
strong possibility that problems with the general provisions of the Stamp Act will arise in the
attempt to extend stamp duty in this mannier.

Hon J.M. Berinson: The position contemplated here, say with a trademark, is that it will be
transferred together with a business. It is the business being sold even if that goes across with
the trademark. I find it difficult to contemplate why the transfer of the trademark should be
isolated from the general transaction.

Hon PETER FOSS: It is because it affects the transfer of the trademark.

Hon J.M. Berinson: I give you an analogy as you have given us several. If the sae of all
shares in a television company carries with it the television licence, stamp duty will apply
against the value of the shares in the company.

Hon PETER FOSS: If all shares in a television company are sold, the licence will not be
transferred as it does not move; it is not a separate entity.

lion J.M. Berinson: That is what I am saying happens when a business is sold with a
trademark or copyright.

Hon PETER FOSS: The Minister has clearly indicated the distinction with the example of
when the shares in a television company are sold, as there is no change in the ownership of
the television licence because it remains with the television company. If the Government
ever tried to taxithe transfer of the licence of one company to another, it would hit a brick
wall constitutionally. Why this is so difficult, and why [ started off with the exposition [ did,
is that if we move sideways with stamp duty we get away from the original taxation which
in~olved the putting of a stamp on a document. It is getting closer and closer to a tax on the
transaction rather than the document. It is possible to get around it by making people file a
memorandum, but I refer to the receipt case which ended up taxing a document in the form of
a receipt, but the High Court said that the document was not taxed but the transaction of the
sale of goods was taxed. It may reach a stage that this becomes so remote from taxing a
document that this will be open to constitutional challenge. In this instance I believe the
Government has moved sideways sufficiently and should consider whether it will run this
risk, as we know what happened in the receipt case when that matter was found to be
unconstitutional. The Minister should look carefully to see whether one is interfering with
the transfer of a copyright, a patent or a registered design.

If a case is taken to court when someone says he has a registered design and is asked how
does he know that, he answers that somebody sold it to him with the sale of a business. He
produces the contract of sale which states that the transfer took place and immediately there
is an objection because the document is not stamped. Under the provis ions of the Stamp Act
the court will not accept that document as evidence, but the Commonwealth Act does not
state that stamping is required as a formality to be observed for the transfer of those rights;
however, it does not say anything in the Commonwealth Act regarding the compliance with
the State Act. The fact that the Government felt it was necessary to incorporate that
provision into the Bill is an indication that this matter should be approached more carefully. I
am seriously concerned that an argument exists about this legislation occupying the same
field as the Commonwealth legislation.
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The reason that goods have not been subjected to stamp duty is an historical one because the
stamps were originally attached to the written document. The Sale of Goods Act required
that the sale of goods over ten pounds in value had to be in writing, but the requirements were
less strict than real estate. Generally speaking, the goods were said verbally rather than in
writing. In the North Shore Gas Company v the Commissioner for Stamp Duties in New
South Wales, Mr Justice Dixon, as he then was, picked up this point. It was consistent with
the traditional nature of a tax on instruments rather than a tax on transactions. What this Bill
proposes to do is that where goods are transferred together with property other than goods
that other property is dutiable.
We axe in a reverse Robin Hood situation here. Take the example of the purchase of an
ordinary house; the Government gives all the information, supposedly, to help first home
buyers, but now people will pay for all the goods in the house as well; that is, the curtains,
carpets and the gas stove. The Government gives with one hand to encourage people, but
with the other hand will hit people with this provision. The Minister referred to it as making
tax dodgers pay. These people were not required to pay stamp duty on the transfer of goods.
It might be that people have been falsely stating the amount of goods, but the remedy for that
is to make sure that people do not put in false returns. The Government should not tax honest
people to get dishonest people. In fact it will hit the honest people most because they will
give the true value of property and have to pay tax on that figure. This will apply to people
who are buying first homes.

Hon J.M. Berinson: They would not have to state that at all; it is a mailer of the sale price.
Hon PETER FOSS: It is the sale price which includes the carpets, the curtains and other
fittings. Previously, they were not part of the real estate, they were part of the fittings that go
with it. The net result will be that people will be paying stamp duty in larger sums than they
did previously.
It has been suggested to me that this is an excise. My initial reaction was to reject this as it
does not agree with my idea of what an excise is. Frankly, I fought this suggestion
vigorously and it has been suggested to me quite forcefully. In fact, the person who
suggested it to me took the opportunity to consult with an eminent constitutional authority
who believes that an argument exists that it could be an excise. With that qualification. I am
not fully convinced that I cannot ignore the advice given to me; therefore, I am obliged to put
this forward. This illustrates the point Hon George Cash made that this sort of Bill should
receive proper consideration before a commnitee because matters such as this need to be
ironed out.
I will mention to the House the arguments behind the suggestion that it was an excise. I will
take some convincing, but I cannot ignore the source from which it came. The Bill purports
to impose stamp duty on goods which are part of a larger transaction. The whole question of
what is an excise has been a fairly vexed one over the years for the courts. The first view of
an excise was put forward in the judgment of Chief Justice Griffith of the High Court in the
case of Peterswald v Bartley in 1904 as follows -

The term 'excise' is intended to mean a duty analogous to a customs duty imposed
upon goods either in relation to quantity or value when produced or manufactured,
and not in the sense of direct or personal tax.

The meaning of an excise was extended by Mr Justice Dixon in the Matthews v Chicory
Marketing Board case and he pointed out that -

the word 'excise' has never possessed, whether in popular, political economnic usage,
any certain connotation and has never received any exact application.

He also said that -
to be an excise the tax must be levied upon goods, but those apparently simple words
permit of much flexibility in application. The tax must bear a close relation to the
production or manufacture, the sale or the consumption of goods and must be of such
a nature as to affect them as the subjects of manufacture or production or as articles of
commerce.

[Leave granted for the member's time to be extended.J
Hon PETER FOSS: That is the reason I have some considerable doubt in the f irst instance as
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to whether this was an excise. With thai appreciation of an excise members would not see
this as being an excise. I must confess that that freezes my attitude to an excise. The policy
underlying this more flexible approach was to preclude State legislation imposing excises by
subterfuge. In the case of Parton v Milk Board it was said that bound up in the notion that an
excise is a tax upon goods was the notion that il was a tax on particular identified goods. It
was also thought that the goods had to be home produced, although this was doubted by Mr
Justice Dixon. The tests set out by Mr Justice Dixon have been qualified since then. For
instance, there are the cases concerning liquor and tobacco licences. Licence fees, calculated
by reference to the sale of goods in a past period, have been held not to be an excise because
the court held itself to be bound by the decision in Dennis Hotels Pty Ltd v the State of
Victoria. They are a qualification and we cannot ignore them.
The more recent case we should be looking at is Western Australia v Chamberlain Industries
where the question of the receipts tax was raised. Chief Justice Barwick, as he then was,
said -

This, to my mind, is a clear case not requiring the examination of [the purposes of the
Commonwealth's power over excisesi. But the conclusion I have reached is
conformable in my opinion, to these purposes and consistent wit die control of the
national economy as a unity which knows no State boundaries, by a legislature
without direct legislative power over the economy as such.

Further on he said -

In my view it should be regarded now as settled and acceptable doctrine that the tax
will be a duty of excise if it is upon or in respect of goods at any point including the
point of manufacture or production; as they pass into consumption.

Again, as they pass into consumption. Members must keep in mind that some of these goods
may be passing into consumption and same may not.
Another question is whether it matters whether they are second-hand goods or new goods.
The fact is that the Stamp Act does not distinguish between those goods which may possibly
be within the exception and those which may not be. It does make an exception for goods,
wares and merchandise which are stock-in-trade and goods under manufacture. It does not
necessarily mean that these goods are not passing into consumption. The problem with the
Act is that the duty on receipts required people to acknowledge payment of moneys, but it did
not expressly apply to goods be they new or used. In fact, it applied to any transaction.
Incidentally, it constituted a burden on trade in goods, insofar as it applied to them. Mr
Justice Barwick brought out what he considered to be the criterion of a liability test, but that
test has since been abandoned by the High Court.
I draw the attention of members to the Hematite case. In that case Mr Justice Mason said, in
dealing with section 90 of the Act - it is a different section, but it can be applied to section 92
from which the doctrine emerged -

To justify the conclusion that a tax is upon or in respect of the goods it is enough that
the tax is such that it enters into the cost of the goods and is therefore reflected in the
prices at which goods are -subsequently sold ... still less than such a relationship
should exist in a specific period during which a tax is imported.

Mr Justice Dixon said in the Matthews case -

But if the substantial effect is to impose a levy in respect of a commodity the fact that
the basis of assessment is not strictly that of quantity or value will not prevent the tax
falling within the description, duties of excise.

The important thing is that a number of questions have followed on from this. Can a tax on
second-hand goods or depreciated goods be an excise, or have those goods passed into
consumption? Can goods which are not commodities be consumed in the relevant sense?
Can a tax on imported goods be an excise? Members may find that the answer to those
questions is either yes or no. I do not believe that the Stamp Act, as presently drafted,
eliminates all the possible types of goods which could be definitely considered to be within
the definition of goods which can be subject to an excise. Therefore, the fact that it may
attach to goods in a form which makes it an excise means the whole thing could be subject to
being disallowed as being an excise. In this case it is obviously not a consumption tax which
would avoid the problem so far as an excise is concerned.
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Perhaps it will be appropriate to insert a few amendments in the Bill to give sufficient
satisfaction to members in this House that we are not running a risk of there being an excise.
It could be that it could be done in such a way that with a few exclusions we could be
absolutely certain there would not be an excise. My gut reaction is that it is not an excise. I
am not happy with it and I would disregard it were it not for the origins of some of the
criticisms I have heard with regard to this Bill. If there is a doubt it should be resolved prior
to our going further with the Bill. We are operating a little in the dark and we need these
mailers explained. It could well be that the person who drafted the Bill had in mind the
possible consequences of these cases in relation to excise and, in particular, to the latest High
Court decision. Of course, some decisions have been favourable. One case has received a
certain amount of disapproval because it is believed that we cannot disallow these taxes
because that is all the money the States receive and if we change these things now the States
will be completely dependent on the Commonwealth. That has been subject to some
criticism as a basis for allowing something to go through. It may not be an attitude adopted
by the High Court in future. We must have an answer to this question as it has raised a doubt
in my mind. Although I feel it may be possible to go ahead on the basis of one's gut reaction
that is probably not an appropriate way for this Chamber to operate; that is, a question having
been raised, it is not satisfactory to say, "My gut reaction is probably all right, therefore we
should legislate." Matters should be looked at more carefully.
I feel a stronger concern in relation to a Commonwealth matter such as patents which must be
looked at more closely because theme is a strong possibility there that the same field has been
occupied. My final suggestion is that we adopt the final suggestion made by the Leader of
the Opposition and send this Bill to a special committee.

HON JWM. AERINSON (North Metropolitan - Minister for Budget Management)
[10.01 pm]: I confess that the Stamp Act has never been one of my favourite Acts. The
nature of the second reading debate perhaps indicates why. It is a complex area. We are
constantly reprinting this legislation and the detail which has to be attended to requires
particular care in that attention. That has been reflected in contributions to this debate, all of
which I take seriously. For the moment, it might be helpful if I attend to the major issues
raised and perhaps indicate my approach during the Committee stage. This may help
abbreviate that part of the process.

Before I tumn to the matters requiring consideration I have a general comment in relation to
this Bill as a revenue Bill, a comment which could apply to all other revenue Bills; that is, the
easiest thing in the world to do is advocate reductions in revenue and increases in
expenditure. That is an approach Oppositions quite typically take. I do not draw any
distinction between the approach taken when any party is in Opposition. It is an easy and
popular line to take, but not one which Governments can cake because, at the end of the day,
revenue must match expenditure.
If we are to satisfy community expectations in a whole range of areas State Governments
have to attend to that can only be achieved by a responsible approach to revenue raising
measures. I do not propose to expand on that comment as we have been through that before.
Opposition members know my lines by now as well as I know them myself. Hon Max
Evans, with the faintest encouragement from us, could explain that if one is to have hundreds
of extra teachers and extra police, and if the Government is to spend something like
$200 million extra on health and hospitals, then it has to come from somewhere. It is those
major items in education, law and order, and health -

Hon Max Evans: And $62 million in WA Government Holdings Ltd.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do nor deny that. Neither do I accept that that can be taken as an
explanation for everything, because it cannot be. I accept that we have in this year's Budget
a burden arising from the need to meet WAGH commitments of the order of $62 million, but
I invite Hon Max Evans and other members of the Opposition to accept the fact that there are
much greater additional expenditures which have to be met in traditional areas of State
services.
Having said that, I can only put to the House the fact that we cannot be too flamboyant in our
approach to revenue measures which are designed to meet commitments across the board.
On the whole, that appears to be accepted by the Opposition and was accepted in total when
we were dealing with items going to much larger amounts of revenue in payroll tax and RID,
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for example, so I acknowledge that and accept that the questions raised in relation to this Bill
go to the detail of the provisions and areas sought to be levied in a way that is different from
that in the past.
Hon Max Evans: Payroll tax now raises a lot of money for interpretation.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Yes. I will now proceed through what I perceive to be the major
issues raised. Much has been said about the perceived implications of the provisions of this
Bill for the mining industry. Two aspects in particular have been stressed both by speakers in
this debate and by the industry directly to the Government. Those two aspects relate to the
proposed duty on chattels and the question of application of this Bill to the value of
intellectual property. It is true that no exemption is provided for mining chattels in the Bill.
However, chattels of any kind only become dutiable when they are transferred in company
with other dutiable property. I make that point at the outset because some remarks have
suggested that that aspect of the new provisions might not have been conveyed adequately.

Hon Max Evans: With mining leases you have dutiable property. It is unlikely one would be
transferring something on a minting lease that does not involve dutiable property. A tenement
itself is dutiable, so there is little chance it will be exempt.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Yes. Some speakers almost made it sound as though the chattels
might be dutiable if sold separately from the tenement.

Hon Max Evans: You are saying it is not subject to duty if sold separately, so if one does two
separate transactions a day apart one is right.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: That is why we have Commissioners for State Taxation looking at
the enforcement of these provisions rather than Ministers or Opposition spokesmen doing
that. Since the argument against the levying of duty on mining chattels was raised in the
form of suggesting that this would impose either an unfair or alternatively an unreasonable
imposition on the mining industry, I indicate that precisely the provisions which we are
looking to implement are already applicable in Queensland, New South Wales and South
Australia, which I believe are accepted as the major mining States in the Commonwealth. I
have made the point previously, and it applies in particular to the duty on chattels, that we are
simply catching up with the rest of Australia. We are the last State to impose stamp duty on
chattels generally.
In respect of chattels attaching to mining operations, we are coming very late to this position
after it has already been adopted in the three other major mining States. There has been no
suggestion that that has made the mining industries in Queensland, New South Wales or
South Australia subject to an unreasonable burden, or even any suggestion that it has unfairly
affected them in areas where they compete with the Western Australian mining industry.

Hon Max Evans: They do not compete; the extra money goes into exploration in their States.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: No doubt we shall deal with this question again during the
Committee stage. I am simply making the point, as I did in introducing this Bill, that we are
in the position of catching up. The State has to look at its limited tax base to make up for the
decline in Commonwealth revenue, as weUl as the decline from the high levels of some State
taxes which we have enjoyed in recent years.

Hon George Cash: You talk about catching up with the other States.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Yes.

Hon George Cash: There is no first prize for being the highest taxing State in Australia.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: I understand that very well. On the other hand there are penalties for
falling behind the average revenue raising effort, and that comes through the Commonwealth
Grants Commission. There is a definite penalty for falling behind, even if there is no prize
for catching up. That is the sont of merry-go-round we are on.

Hon Max Evans: Have they raised these matters of chattels with you in connection with
Commonwealth grants?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: They compare all State revenue raising efforts, as well as all State
expenditure levels.

Hon Max Evans: WA Government Holdings Ltd is expenditure, is it?
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Hon J.M. BERINSON: Perhaps the Commonwealth Government will take that into account
as well. I can well understand the member's opposition to WAGH. I accept, as I have on
numerous occasions, the seriousness of the expenditure we have to find for that, but we
cannot allow that single item to dominate or distort oar understanding of the general
economic and fmancial position of the State. We have a narrow State taxation base. We
have, in real terms, a decline so far as the Commonwealth is concerned. The Commonwealth
Grants Commission takes into account both the revenue raising effort and the expenditure
levels of all States in making its recommendations. All that must be put into the one balance,
so to speak, when we come to make judgments on matters such as stamp duty.

If I may proceed with the mining question, in the Government's discussion with the
Association of Mining and Exploration Companies - AMEC - while representatives of the
association certainly argued against duty on chattels, their main concern was not in that area
at all but in the area of the dutiabiliry of mining information, or intellectual property, as it is
alternatively put. The Bill provides for information and the like to be dutiable only when it is
acquired with an existing business undertaking.

There was also some reference, both by AMEC and members in this debate, to a belief that
the Commissioner of State Taxation would have some sort of capacity to impose duty on
what was called "his own deemed valuation" and not necessarily on the actual real value of
the information. It is said that the commissioner might impose duty "on the original
acquisition costs of the information and not on its present day value"

AMEC also expressed concern that the Bill might authorise the valuation of mining
information being equated with the amounts actually spent on exploratory and similar work
on mining tenements. In this context, and deliberately with a view to the effect of the
Interpretation Act on what is said in this respect, [ give an assurance that no such outcome is
intended and no such outcome will apply. In valuing mining information, ordinary valuation
principles will apply. I am assured that, as with any other information, the value of mining
information is not regarded as necessarily being equal to the cost of its production or creation,
and nothing in this Bill is intended to or does in fact suggest otherwise. Nothing in this Bill
touches on the method of valuing property of any kind, let alone mining property. Any
valuation used by the commissioner would have to comply with accepted valuation
principles, and if a person liable for duty believed that a valuation was not correct, that person
could have the issue resolved by the court.

Hon George Cash: Do you mean that the cost of production, or the creation of any previous
mining information, does not equate with its present value?
Hon J.M. BERINSON: Exactly.

Hon Max Evans: What about the case we were talking about a few months ago?

Hon I.M. BERINSON: That is still proceeding.

Hon Max Evans: That was a direct interpretation.

Hon J.M. BERJINSON: No, my understanding was different. Perhaps [ should riot go too far
and comment on a case on which I understand judgment is awaited. [ was asked the direct
question, and I think Mr Cash will accept that I answered it directly. AMEC has been
provided with a copy of this part of my statement on mining information, and I am advised
by the commissioner that AMEC accepted it as meeting the point of its concern.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Is that a complete insert you have just quoted which will now be in
Hansard?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Yes, that is correct.

I now move to a different issue, although it was also raised in the mining context. The
suggestion was made that the transfer of mining property in the course of company
reconstruction should attract concessional duty. That question is really outside the scope of
this Bill. Requests for special stamp duty allowances for company reconstructions are made
from time to time by companies of all kinds, mining and others. It would not be approptiate
to consider this question by reference to mining companies alone. From indications which I
have already received I accept that the general question of company reconstructions will be
raised during the course of the proposed Stamp Act review and I shall ensure that it is
addressed comprehensively at that time.
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I move now to the question of chattels, I think I can be brief as I have commented on this
before. As indicated in my second reading speech, the provisions of the Bill in respect of
chattels are broadly in line with provisions which exist in other States. No other State which
makes chattels dutiable when transferred with a business provides such a wide range of
exemptions for business chattels. Th~ese exemptions are listed in clause 33 of the Bill in
respect of the chattels transferred, together with housing properties. I have already stressed
on more than one occasion that all other States have imposed stamp duty in that way, some of
them for many years. I do not take this as a conclusive answer to Hon Peter Foss' comments
about the constitutionaity of the imposition of duty on chattels being transferred with other
properties. He has raised that as a serious question and I will pursue it and obtain relevant
advice before we proceed with the Committee stage. However, given the enthusiasm with
which all revenue measures are examined for purposes of finding constitutional and other
reasons not to pay, it would really surprise me if a provision of this kind were amenable to
constitutional challenge and had not already faced it.

Hon Max Evans: Mistakes have been made before.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Of course, even Hon Max Evans and I occasionally make them. I
have already indicated that I will take Hon Peter Foss' and Hon George Cash's comments
seriously about that and 1 do not intend to proceed to the Committee stage before I have
appropriate advice on the matter.

I turn now to the question of acquisition of businesses. There has been some criticism of the
requirement for people to submit a statement to the State Taxation Department when they
requite a business without executing a dutiable instrument. The requirement is made
necessary by the widespread practice of arranging the transfer of a business and other
property without executing an instrument, and practically every State has had to make similar
provisions to ensure that obligations to pay duty are not circumvented. It would be
inequitable for duty to be payable only by parties who execute an instrument in acquiring
business property.

Some reference has been made to the question of goodwill associated with business. Again it
should be understood that goodwill has always been dutiable property, although up to now
duty could be avoided if its acquisition was not covered by a properly executed instrument.
In response to some of the arguments raised in respect of the transfer of interest where in fact
no goodwill was paid, the Commissioner of State Taxation has already issued a ruling on the
question of goodwill in respect of a partnership. This responded in particular to submissions
by the Law Society. The ruling makes it clear that the State Taxation Department will not
deem goodwill to exist where a share in a partnership is transferred between partners who are
at arm's length and who have negotiated in an orderly commercial context, and where
nothing is paid on account of goodwill. The general principle is that, where parties are at
arm's length, the amount of consideration usually represents the value of the property being
acquired. The State Taxation Department naturally will want to ensure that the total
consideration for a partnership share is appropriately allocated to the various items of
partnership property. That is, there has to be a correct allocation between dutiable and
non-dutiable items. It would be inappropriate and impractical to write into the legislation all
the rulings which the Commissioner of State Taxation might make when administering the
requirements of the Act. Any such rulings are intended to do no more than reflect a proper
interpretation of the provisions of an Act.
I now come to the question of the valuation of partnership shares. Very early in the piece
Hon Max Evans asked whether partnership shares were to be assessed on gross or net value.
As we came to the end of debate members will note from the amendments on the Notice
Paper the question has obviously been answered to Hon Max Evans' and Hon Peter Foss'
satisfaction. They understand that the proposal in the Bill is indeed to move from the present
system of duty on net value to duty on gross value, Hon Peter Foss says that is unfair and
uses the analogy of the transfer of shares in property by way of the purchase and sale of
company shares. Another comparison, which would lead to an opposite conclusion, is the
distinction drawn between the present method of valuing partnership property and the method
of valuing interests transferred by sale by sole traders. Nonetheless, the fact remains that the
Bill proposes to move from net valuation to gross valuation for purposes of the levy of stamp
duty. Hon Peter Foss has listed an amendment to clause 12 which, as I understand it, is
designed to preserve the present position in respect of partnership valuations. I refer to
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a headline in The Age which Hon Max Evans has been brandishing which indicates that a
similar provision was not accepted in the Victorian Parliament. I am surprised that Hon Max
Evans, who constantly exhorts the House not to follow the example of other States -

Hon Max Evans: Full marks.

Hon I.M. BERISON: I thank Hon Max Evans, and to show my appreciation I indicate to
the House that the Government proposes not to proceed with that part of the Bill which
would change the basis of valuation of partnership shares from the present system, which is
based on net valuations. We do that on the basis that this is a serious question which can
reasonably be put aside to also be considered at greater length and with the consultation that
will be involved in the general review of the Stamp Duty Act. Hon Peter Foss might like to
consider overnight a suggestion made by the Parliamentary Counsel, for reasons I am happy
to convey to Hon Peter Foss, that rather than seeking to preserve the present position by way
of the listed amendment to clause 12 it would be preferable to delete proposed new section
73F altogether. I give an advance indication that that is what I will be proposing when we
come to consider that. The long and short of the effect of that is to retain the present basis for
valuation of a partnership property. That is the basis that applies with net and not gross
valuations,

Some comment was made that the original definition of primary production in clause 33 of
the Bill for the purposes of the exemption from chattel duty was not comprehensive enough.
In that respect reference has been made to such things as the breeding of goats, emus or
rabbits or the growing of mushrooms. That criticism is intended to be met by an amendment
circulated in my name. This amendment is cast sufficiently wide to cover all types of plant
growing, cropping and the like and the keeping of animals or fish used for food, for their
skins or for bodily produce. The amendment will also introduce fishing as an industry for
which a chattel exemption will apply. It will cover not only the catching of fish but also the
keeping or breeding of them for food production. It was suggested that the renewal of a
fishing licence would attract stamp duty, but that is not correct. Duty can become payable
only when a licence moves from one person to another.

As to whether fanning property such as livestock, crops, plants and materials and the lie will
be subject to duty when sold: First, no chattels will be subject to duty unless they are sold in
association with some other dutiable property; second, clause 33 of the Bill provides a
complete exemption from duty for chattels acquired in association with the acquisition of a
farming business - livestock is also exempted.

The Leader of the Opposition has circulated an amendment which would have the effect of
including the mining and quarrying industries in the list of exempted industries- The
Government does not support that amendment and it believes that it is reasonable to proceed
on the same basis as applies in the other major mining states. I have already referred to the
position in Queensland, New South Wales and South Australia. I have also referred to the
fact that, while AMEC argued against this matter in its representations to me, it is fair to say
that that was not the main point of its concern.

Hon George Cash: Can you confirm whether it is possible that dairy products would be
included in those broad definitions that you have set out for primary produce.

Hon J.M. BERII'SON: Yes.

[ turn to the question of security on mortgage duty. A question was raised about the estimate
given of the increase in revenue because of the increase in security duty rates from 250 to 404t
appearing too small. It should be remembered that this increase applies only to the amount of
the advance which is in excess of $35 000 and does not apply at all to mortgages covering
advances to a person's residence whatever the amount involved. I propose to move an
amendment to provide for the concessional duty rate for home buyers to be applicable when a
mortgage loan is raised to pay out an existing housing loan.

The question of exemption for charitable purposes was discussed at some length and the
position is as follows: Under the Act as it operated. until a recent Supreme Court decision, it
was always understood that the Commissioner of State Taxation had absolute discretion in
deciding on exemptions for charities. The commissioner's well established policy was that, if
a property was acquired by a charity for use in connection with charitable purposes, an
exemption would apply; however, if it was acquired for use in a commercial operation either
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by the charity or by the charity letting it out on lease to some other body, an exemption was
not given.
Hon Max Evans: Before the case involving the University of Western Australia camne up,
there had been cases in which the commissioner had not allowed exemptions.

Hon J.M. BERLNSON: There were innumerable cases and at the Committee stage I will be
happy to produce many exampl1es, but the most significant feature of this part of the
discussion is that in recent years charitable organisations have stopped applying for
exemption except where the property was to have been used for charitable purposes. The Bill
in its present form does not simnply seek to re-establish what was regarded as the status quo
for many years, but actually to extend the exemptions which have been provided over this
lengthy period.

Hon Max Evans: The university challenged the ruling used for many years - other people
had given in - and it won.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Having indicated the general approach by successive commissioners
on this question regarding charities generally, the position is that one exception was made to
that general rule in the case of the University of Western Australia. Putting aside the recent
ruling of the Supreme Court, the attitude taken to the university was clearly anomalous.
When the commissioner sought to apply the general policy, the university objected and
appealed to the court, which ruled that the commissioner did not have the discretion to
disallow the exemptions when a charity was involved. Under the provisions of this Bill
charities, with the sole exception of the university, will be in precisely the same position they
were under the longstanding policy of the State Taxation Department.

Hon Peter Foss: They thought they were under it, but they were not under it.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: As I have already suggested, they will be better off because the Bill
allows an exemption where a charitable body acquires a property which that charity proposes
to operate as a commercial enterprise to raise funds for its charitable purposes. Under the
previous policy, an exemption would not have been allowed in these circumstances.

Hon Peter Foss: It cannot be better off if the law is as determined by the Supreme Court.

Hon J.M. BERENSON: I did not say they were better off than they are today. I say they are
better off than they were for many years until the question was put to the court and the matter
was decided by the court.

Hon Peter Foss: Our firm never accepted that interpretation.

Hon I.M. BERINSON: I do not know how you slipped through the net, Mr Foss -

Hon Peter Foss: Through good advice, [ suppose.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: - but, as I have indicated, I will raise in the course of Committee
stage discussions the consistent rulings of the Commissioner for State Taxation in respect of
all charities, with the sole exception of the University of Western Australia. I can give those
to the House chapter and verse tomorrow.

Hon Peter Foss: They had it wrong, did they not?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: The court now says that it had it wrong, but I would be interested if
the member could produce examples from his own frm's experience where the
commissioner exercised his discretion - a non-existent discretion we now find - in favour of
charities other than the university, and other than in the set of circumstances which I have
indicated.

Hon George Cash: [ think it has been established that the university was well represented and
was successful in its case. I referred earlier to section 36 and you suggested that the
university did not rely on it. I do not understand why the university could not have relied on
that section.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I do not have the judgment in that case nor the argument. The fact
that the decision in the university case has had the result of removing any discretion from the
commissioner in respect of property acquired by any charity, must mean that the decision
goes to the effect of the Stamp Act, not the university's Act. If that was argued separately it
may or may not have had some relevance, but the decision and the effect of the decision can
only be understood as going to the general provisions of the Stamp Act.
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Hon George Cash: Are you suggesting the university cannot rely on section 36 of its Act?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Until Hon George Cash referred to it I had not had an occasion to
consider the untiversity's Act. It is something I can look at separately, but it is not really
relevant to the provisions of this Bill which relate to charities generally. However, I am
happy to take some advice on it.

Hon George Cash: It would appear that we are going to have a conflict between your
proposition in the Stamp Act and the current provision of the University of Western Australia
Act -

Hon I.M. BERINS ON: It was section 36?

Hon George Cash: Yes.

Hon Peter Foss: What about the fact that you are taking moneys away from charitable
purposes?

Hon J.M. BERINSON: What about it? The fact is that that is the position which has always
applied.

Hon Peter Foss: It has not applied.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: It has. I am not saying that the commissioner was entitled to apply
it, but he did and it has been applied for years. Members should remember that this is not a
provision which imposes a tax on the income of a charity. They are treated in very many
areas as exempt from taxing provisions. It is a provision going only to the stamp duty levy
on property being purchased by these organisations.

Again, if members want to be generous we come back to our original argument. It is easy to
be generous in suggesting that not only charities should be exempt in an area in which they
have not previously been exempt, in practice - I emphasise "in practice" Mr Foss because I do
not want to extend our argument on the other aspect of it - and it is easy to argue that the
mining industry in Western Australia should continue to be exempt from a stamp duty on
chattels in certain circumnstances, even though it is not exempt from stamp duty in the other
major mining States. We could probably go through every single provision of every single
revenue measure and make an argument for being generous. I do not want to go over my
initial arguments again other than to say that, of course, we can always make an argument for
being generous on the revenue side and we can always make an argument for being generous
on the expenditure side, but we cannot live with both of them together. It is a matter of
finding a balance.

Hon George Cash: In answer to questions asked by Hon Eric Charlton and Hon Gordon
Masters last year about the effect of the Government's dealings in respect of Rothwells and
WA Inc you often suggested that there would not be any impact on the Budget. Clearly, The
argument you have advanced tonight in needing more revenue to balance the Budget would
indicate that, in fact, the losses of the Government have had an impact in budgetary terms.
Hon E.M. BERINSON: Those answers were given in a context in which the petrochemical
industry was developing. We now have to face up to the reality that that company has gone
into liquidation. That is the reality we face and I do not know how many times I have
acknowledged it. The only thing I cannot get in retumn from the Opposition is an
acknowledgment of the reality that compared with the Government's total expenditure and
compared with its new increased expenditures, the various programs that it has implemented,
both to meet its election commnitments and to meet the community's expectations, cost
anything at all. People can come into this House and listen to what Hon George Cash and his
colleagues are saying and believe that the whole $5 billion of the State Budget is going to
WA Government Holdings Ltd. We know that $62 million is going to WAGH, but
$5 billion, less $62 million, is going to State services which have to be paid for. We can put
our respective arguments in many different ways, but in the end the reality is as I have put it.

Hon George Cash: Be reasonable - $500 million went down the drain.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: Hon George Cash is not suggesting that the Govemnment's revenue
measures are seeking $500 million. He and Mr Evans are speaking about $62 million and
that is the reality we face in this Budget and which the Govemnment acknowledges. That is
what we are talking about. All I am asking is, while for my pant acknowledging the burden
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which that involves, for members to put it into some sort of context and perspective and to
get away from the obsession that WACIH is the only recipient of State expenditure. Of
course it is not.

Hon E.J. Charlton: Of course it is not, because there is Teachers Credit Society, Swan
Building Society -

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I have missed Mr Charlton this evening. In case he does not
remember what I said about the increased expenditure on police, teachers, hospitals, health,
welfare, family centres and the expansion of services in non-metropolitan areas, not to
mention those that -

Several members interjected.
The PRESIDENT: Order! We have to get back to some semblance of decomum. The
Minister is trying to close the debate.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I am prepared to do so, but I would not like Mr Charlton to be
deprived of the information which I conveyed earlier to members opposite.
Mr President, could I provide some detail of one other set of amendments which has been
listed in my name on the Notice Paper and which goes to the question of the commencement
date. The aml, as originally drafted, provided for Budget proposals to be effective
retrospectively from I November 1989. In view of the delay experienced in consideration of
this Bill I will propose amendments which have already been circulated and which will have
the effect that additional duty will not apply from 1 November but from I December. On the
other hand, provisions in the nature of concessions will still apply retrospectively from I
November.
Hon Max Evans: Can you confirm the mailers in relation to tax on tax with regard to
insurance.

Hon J.M. BERINSON: I thank Hon Max Evans for preventing my sitting down. From start
to finish it was the intention of this Bill to meet the submission of the insurance industry that
there should not be duty on duty. I have listed an amendment to put that question beyond
doubt. I do not believe that the Bill as originally drafted created any doubt, but subsequently
a circular went out from the department which was worded in unfortunate terms. I accept
that it was not unreasonable of the insurance industry to misunderstand that circular as
meaning something other than the Bill and something other than what I intended. What
happened was that the circular went out with an example of the way in which calculations of
duty should be made. Small figures were used. I do not remember what they were, but I
think $100.
Hon Max Evans: It was $1 000.
Hon J.M. BERINSON: It showed $1 000, five per cent on that thousand, plus 50, take off 50,
multiply, add and subtract and it comes down in the end to the fact one does not pay duty
upon duty. The unfortunate thing about the circular was that it led the insurance industry to
believe that that was the sort of detail that would have to go out with every premium. That
was never intended and the Bill does not provide for it. All the Bill requires, and all that will
be sought, is that there be one calculation per month of the total amount involved. That is a
simple matter for the insurance industry and I am assured by Mr Trigg, who has represented
the position of the industry, that in any event its members keep separate accounts for the
premium as such and the stamp duty to be applied to it. I thank Hon Max Evans for
reminding me of that matter and give an absolute assurance it was never intended to do other
than make clear that there should not be duty upon duty. It was never intended that the
procedure involved should require other than a monthly calculation on the company's
monthly return. It was not contemplated that there would be individual calculations for every
premium account. My amendments have been carefully drafted to ensure that that is put
beyond any shadow of a doubt, as I believe they do.

You are aware, Mr President, that it is not my habit to make lengthy speeches at any time and
certainly not in reply to second reading debates. I am most often criticised for being
excessively brief. On this occasion I have gone to some lengths because this Bill is of a
highly detailed nature. I hope this helps us in our Committee consideration; on the one hand
for the Opposition to make its position clear on various matters and on the other hand to keep
Committee discussions within reasonable limits.
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I commend the Bill to the House.

Question put and passed.

Bill read a second rime.

ADJOURNM1ENT OF THE HOUSE - ORDINARY

HON J.vE BERINSON (North Metropolitan - Leader of the House) [10.57 pm):. I move -

That the House do now adjourn.

Adjournment Debate - "Man gurilSister Kate's Expansion"
Redevelopment Opposition - Racist and Scurrilous Leaflet

HON T.G. BUTLER (East Metropolitan) [10.58 pm]: I would not like the House to rise
before I[raise the matter of a public meeting to be held at Canning Town H-all tomorrow
night. I understand that meeting has resulted from a petition presented to the City of Canning
regarding alleged developments at Mariguri, which is better known as Sister Kate's. I further
understand that Sister Kate's changed its name to Manguri and changed its philosophy from
one where children were taken from their families and raised in a pleasant environment to a
more family orientated environment where Aboriginal tertiary students can live while
attending school and aged Aboriginal persons can be accommodated.

To achieve those changes redevelopment is necessary. Unfortunately, certain people in the
community have started a rather vicious and vile campaign to halt development by
deliberately misrepresenting the intention of the redevelopment. A leaflet has been circulated
throughout the legislative electorate of Kenwick, which is one of the electorates in the East
Metropolitan Region, hence my interest in the matter. The leaflet under the heading in bold
print "MangurilSister Kates Expansion" makes the statement -

Tribal law comes to Queens Park.

There are three points made each with an asterisk alongside, as follows -

Do we want this for Queens ParklCannington?

- NO!!

Do we want $15Sm of our tax money spent on this type of project?

- NO!!

Will Judith Watson, MLA for the area sell us down the drain - like she did with our
petition for the Canningion Station?

- YES!!

That third question identifies the people involved. We know who they are, although they did
not have the courage to authorise their leaflet. The leaflet continues -

REGISTER YOUR OPPOSITION TO THE MANGURI/SISTER KATES
EXPANSION.

Come to the PUBLIC MEETING on 22 NOVEMBER 1989 ...
And the leaflet continues. On the back are copies of two newspaper articles which appeared
in the community Nress. The first is titled "Stones, bottles fly as blacks rampage" and relates
to an alleged brawl between Aboriginals at Clontarf Aboriginal College, a story that has been
discredited.

Hon John Halden: Fallacious.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: Yes. It has since been discredited by the more responsible Press. The
second ktern is titled "Residents 'in tenror of Aborigines"' and refers to an alleged conflict in
Belmont. The leaflet contains a -load of untruths. In my discussions with the Manguri
management they have said the proposals have been approved subject to rezoninig. As yet, no
budget has been drawn up for the project. This leaflet is one of the most blatantly scurrilous
and racist documents I have ever seen. It is an attack on Manguri, or Sister Kate's, and
anybody who has had anything to do with it, or anyone who understands its operations,
would have to agree that this organisation has conducted itself in an exemplary manner.

Hon Kay Haflahan: Hear, hear!
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Hon T.G. BLJTL.ER: It is a model for similar hostels to follow. Never in my time have any
complaints against it been lodged; certainly none with me. It is very difficult to understand
why there should suddenly be all this concern. Manguri is not attempting to develop an
Aboriginal village or anything like that; it simply wants to broaden its concept towards more
family orientated aims by providing tertiary accommodation for Aboriginal children from the
country and also for aged persons.

The pamphlet bears no relationship to Manguri at all. The two articles printed on the back
are irrelevant to Manguri.
Hon Fred McKenzie: Who called the public meeting?

Hon T.G. BUTLER: The public meeting was called by the City of Canning as a result of a
petition gathered, as I understand it, by the Caimington Ratepayers Association.

Hon Reg Davies interjected.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: As I understand it a number of active Liberals are involved. I was not
going to raise the matter, but as the member raised the point I do not mind accommodating
him.

Hon Reg Davies: Most of those organisations are a front.

Hon T.G. BUTLER: Is that right? I have news for Mr Davies, because quite clearly the
actions here are more aligned to his political persuasion than to mine.
Several members interjected.
Hon T.G. BUTLER: We know who these people are.

Hon Reg Davies: Who are they?

I-Ion T.G. BUTLER: As I said, the pamphlet has been organised by -

The PRESIDENT: Order! Is the member still addressing the Chair?
Hon T.G. BUTLER: Yes. The actions of the producers of the pamphlet are those of
contemptible people. Parliament need look no further at this sort of document, or this sort of
campaign, to justify in the strongest terms its support for the Government's forthcoming
racial hatred legislation. This type of campaign deserves the strongest condemnation, and
those running it are a stain on our community. They are not worthy of support. It is
contemptible that these people should try to blacken the character of the good people running
Manguri, or Sister Kate's, with such slanderous and disgusting propaganda.

Question put and passed.

House adjourned at 11.03 pm
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With the interests of students, the universities and the wider community in mind, both
University Student Guilds oppose the proposed amalgamation because there are no valid
educational advantages that would result and there are serious educational and other
disadvantages that must inevitably follow it.

The following are some of our reasons for opposing the amalgamation.

1. Murdoch University was established as a community university with concessional
entry requirements, particular provisions for part-time students and distance education
correspondence courses. On the other hand, U WA has a history of direct entry from
school. Merger of the two universities would destroy the nature and objectives of one
or both institutions.

2. Each university has developed different styles of teaching, course content and
academic structure. The separate existence of both institutions thus provides a
valuable choice for West Australians. The proposed merger would remove this
choice.

3. The proposed merger is particularly unpopular with staff and students. The Guild
anti-amalgamation petition containing around seven-and-a-half thousand signatures is
a good indication of the strength of opposition on the two campuses. Furthermore, in
a secret postal ballot of members of the UWA Academic Staff Association, 73% of
the respondents indicated that they saw no sound academic case for the proposed
merger.

4. The cost of merging the two universities would involve the expenditure of many
millions of dollars. Some of this cost would arise from the need to relocate
departments from one campus to another and provide for the restructuring of services.
An additional, but very significant, hidden cost would arise from the long-term
diversion of staff time from teaching, research and administrative responsibilities in
order to carry out the integration and restructuring associated with a merger.
Furthermore, there is no guarantee that Canberra would pay any significant portion of
these very large costs.

Page 2
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4. (cant.)

LIST OF AMALGAMATION-RELATED EXPENSES

The following list of the costs of amalgamation has been compiled. The sources of the
estimates are given wherever possible.

Item cost

Amalgamation of Libraries
(Argument #22, "A Collection of Arguments
Against Amalgamation", prepared by dhe
Chairman of the Academic Board, 1988)

2. Relocation of Agricultr

3. Loss of Staff Time given to Amalgamation-
related Activities - ie. reallocating teaching duties,
relocating academic and research activities,
re-writing regulations, admissions policies etc.
(- 1/5 of the UWA & MU annual salaries bill. This
may be shown qualitatively as reduced lecture
preparation time, reduced research activity etc.)

4. Establishment of a direct transport link
between MU and UWA (Minimum 2 buses, 2 drivers,
fuel, insurance, wages etc.)

5. Loss of income from past students and Convocation
sources because of the University!'s changed identit

6. Relocation of other Deparments and
othrtransnrtcosts - to accomplish gains of
economies of scale in teaching and critical masses in
research, time consuming and expensive relocations
wil be necessary. (Argument #20 Thid)
(An obvious underestimate if the cost of moving Agriculture
is any guide. A full integration of Departments is to be
encouraged as is current Senate policy.)

$1-1.5million

$17 million
(possible range
$6-$28.6 mn.)

$26 million

$ 0.5 million

$ ? million

$12 million

Establishing additional adminjistrative bureaucracy
(already 5 new commuittees, a new support secretariat
and a university company are to be established)

SUB TOTAL

Less $4.5m + $1.95m - promised Federal grants

TOTA

$ ? million

(?)$57 million
$6.45mllion

7.

Page 3
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*The proposed merger is an initiative of the rC_ :.:a Government which pays scant
attention to the needs of our State. The dominant Canberra ethos seems to be that
"big is beautiful".

In.1 this context, it is interesting to consider the comments made by Mr Kenneth
Baker, the British Secretary of State for Education. In a report in the "Times"
Higher Education Supplement of 17/5/89 (page 15) it was pointed out that: ". .. he
saw advantages in not having Universities too large, stressing tar small ones
could be very effective. 'I think identity of association is a very important thing in
life....I think people tend to associate with small things rather than bigger
things. We find that Universities of around 7.000 or 8,000, perhaps going up to
10,000 of 12.000 are places where people can have a sense of belonging."'

*There is no credible evidence that a university is deficient purely because of lack of
numbers. The USA Ivy League institutions have the following swudent numbers:

Princeton 4564
California Institute of Technology 1810
Massachusetts Institute of Technology 9787
Yale 10873
Pomona College (alma mater of Richard Nixon) 1300
Eureka College (alma mater of Ronald Reagan) 500

6. PERCEIVED ECONOMIES

It is argued that the greatest economies from amalgamation will be achieved in the
area of administration (Argument #12, "A Collection of Arguments Against
Amalgamation" prepared by the Chairman of the Academic Board, 1988). However,
despite the fact that salaries represent approximately 85% of the total university
budget, economies could not be exploited in this area because of assurances that theme
will be no job losses. Where and how economies could be achieved in the area of the
remaining 15% of the budget has not been disclosed. One could deduce thar this is
either because the perceived benefits do not exist or because they are so small as not
to add weight to the argument.

Page 4
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THE HISTORY OF THE AMALq, ATION PUSH

* In the late 70s the Williams Commnission recommended a IJWA-MU amalgamation.
This was successfully resisted by the Court Government.

* In 1988 the Federal Government's Higher Education White Paper recommended a
UWA-MU amalgamation.

* Both universities initially opposed it. Mr Dawkins and Federal bureaucrats then
visited the universities' administrations and the decision to oppose was reversed.

* The Guilds then published open newspaper letters to Mr Dawkins accusing hinm of
financially blackmailing the university administrations into amalgamation.
Mr Dawkins has never denied the 'blackmail' allegations.

Prior to the senates formally agreeing to amalgamate, and after Mr Dawkins' visits,
.restructuing benefits" were touted as the all-important reasons for amalgamation.
Less than a week after the Senate (20 to 3) vote in favour, the Acting Registrar was
reported in media as saying:

* ". . .the proposed merger ... will make no difference to the 1990 student
intake and courses"
and

- the amalgamation presented VERY BIG LOGISIC PROBLEMS but that
numerous steering committees were working on the issue."

Don Bowes. Acting Registrar
"Daily News" 1216189

* In view of the events that preceded the current stance of the Untiversity Senates, their
decision to amalgamate cannot be regarded as coming from any iritemat desire of the
institutions freefrom outside political pressures.

The touted "restructuring benefits" and educational bonuses appear to have evaporated
very quickly since the senate vote.

Page 5
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THE GROWTH IN ADMINISTRATIVE BUREAUCRACY

Since the senates. approved the amalgamation there has been a disturbing increase in the
university's administrative bureaucracy. Thus:

" Five new amalgamation committees have been formed".

* "Consideration is being given 'to the nature and size of the secretariat needed to
support (them)'."

A new unLiversity company is to be formned.
From "Changes" - The University

Amalgamation Newsletter July 1989

THE CENTRALIZATION OF EDUCATION POLICY

The following fiustrate the continuing trend towards Canberra-centric control of education
policy.

1. CENTRALICZATION OF RESEARCH

* In the area of research, for example, since the establishment of the Australian
Research Council and the Unified National System (UNS), research applications must
now face federally determined priorities before funding is approved. Local initiatives
and expert knowledge ar thus now at a discount.

2. CENTRALIZATION TACTCS

* As an example of the crass thuggery that the Federal Government will use to get its
own way in higher education, one n eed only look at the tactics employed by the
Department of Employment, Education and Training (DEET) negotiating team when
it listed the following disadvantages of not joining the TiNS:

* No access to the Commonwealth Research Fund.
* Nevertheless a continuing liability to contribute to these funds.

No capital works funding.
* No research infrastructure funding.
* No Austudy for students attending the institution.

3. STATE MINISTER'S RESPONSE

* Dr Carmen Lawrence has written to the Guild recently agreeing that "the process of
centralising power over higher education began forty years ago and has progressed
steadily since." And, if she resisted Canberra's demands for amalgamation now, it
would only be "an empty gesture".
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The Guild aplauds the commitment of the Federal Liberal and National Coalition
partnlers to:

I .restore autonomy to all higher education institutions and dismantle the
centralised bureaucracy and the Unified National System'

2 "withdraw the arbitrary requirements for amalgamations imposed by the Labor
Government"

3 "stimulate healthy competition among institutions which will promote
excellence of achievement among students, staff and institutions"

4 "modify the Labor Government's policy guidelines for the Australian
Research Council to ensure excellence and reduce bureaucratic interference"

5 "allow State Governments more responsibility in planning the future
development of higher education in their States"

(From Liberal and National Higher
Education Policy 2312189)

If State Parliament approves the amalgamation, then the process of centralising power
will continue unabated and Canberra will realise how weak the opposition to further
control is.

It is vital that a stand be taken now to send a clear message back to Canberra.

Page 7
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QUESTIONS ON NOTICE

GREAT SOUTHERN DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - FUNDS ALLOCATION
Tourism Promotion Purposes

742. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the Minister
for South-West:

(1) What funds have been allocated to the Great Southern Development Authority
this year for tourism-related market ing/promotions purposes?

(2) What other funds, if any, have been allocated direct from the Consolidated
Revenue Fund or any other sources for the same purpose - excluding regional
travel associations and tourist bureaus?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for South-West has provided the following reply -

(1) $20 000 South west tourism promotion

$15 000 South west investment promotion (includes tourism projects)

$j10 QOQ Margaret River Spring Festival

$45 000

(2) This question should be directed to the Minister for Tourism.

TRAFFIC FINES - OUTSTANDING PAYMENTS
Drivers' Licences and Vehicle Registration Cancellation - New

Legislation, New South Wales
760. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the

Minister for Police and Emergency Services:

(1) Is the Minister aware of legislation recently introduced in New South Wales
which allows for the cancellation of motor drivers' licences and vehicle
registration if persons do not pay outstanding traffic fines?

(2) If so, has the Minister given any consideration to the introduction of similar
legislation in Western Australia?

(3) If so, when is the legislation likely to be introduced?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply.-

(1) Yes.
(2) 1 have been giving the matter some consideration.

(3) 1 have yet to make a decision on whether to follow the course referred
to in question (1) above.

TRAFFIC INFRINGEMENT NOTICES - PECUNIARY PENALTIES
Issue Statistics - Total Receipts

761. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) How many traffic infringement notices attracting a pecuniary penalty have

been issued in each of the last two years?

(2) What are the total receipts from traffic infringement notices for each quarter of
the preceding 24 months?

(3) How many fines relating to traffic infringement notices have not been paid
within that period?

(4) What is the value of "lost revenue" from such fine defaulters for that period?

(5) How many fine defaulters have subsequently served prison sentences as a
result of their defaulting?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied;
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) 1987-88 - 204 948
1988-89 - 208 032

(2) 1987-88 1988-89
Quarter Ending

30 September 2 084 846 2 063 037
31 December 2 227 872 1 959 053
31 March 2009759 2662287
30OJune 1926549 3329988

(3) 1987-88 41 013
1988-89 38
Total 73 897

(4) 1987-88 $1 968 624
1988-89 $1 940 156
Total $3908780
While the above figure represents the approximate value of unpaid
infringements for the 24 month period in question, approximately
60 per cent of the value would be recovered by the payment of court
fines or, as is now the case, payment of enforcement orders. The
remaining percentage proceed to warrant.

(5) Unknown.

WATER AUTHORITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA - WATER RATE REBATES
State Treasury - Reclamnation Entitlement

762. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaining representing the
Minisrer for Water Resources:

(1) Is the Water Authority of Western Australia entitled to reclaim from the State
Treasury the amount of rebates on water rates which it has allowed to entitled
persons?

(2) If yes, does a declaration accompany such claims for rebate?

(3) If the WAWA allowed a pensioner to claim and receive a 50 per cent rebate
on an amount of water rates that the pensioner might previously have paid on
settlement of a property purchased, would such pro rata rebate be required to
be shown on any declaration?

(4) Would any such pro rata rebate be within the terms of the Pensioners (Rates
Rebates and Deferments) Act 1979?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) No.

(2)-(4)
Not applicable.

PENSIONERS (RATES REBATES AND DEFERMENTS) ACT - WATER RATES
Pensioners' Rebates - Applicability

763. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Water Resources:

I refer the Minister to the Pensioners (Rates Rebates and Deferments) Act
1979-
(1) Are pensioners' rebates in respect of water rates applicable to

pensioners only at the date of payment of the rates or from the date
when an entitled pensioner becomes owner of the property?
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(2) If not, from when are they applicable?

(3) Is the Water Authority of Western Australia presently allowing
pensioners to claim and receive the 50 per cent rebate on their water
rates on a pro rata basis; for example, when a pensioner purchases a
house - or becomes an entitled pensioner - in mid year. and after the
current water rates have been paid?

(4) Is this practice contrary to the Pensioners (Rates Rebates and
Deferments) Act 1979 and, if so, who authorised this practice?

Hon GRAH(AM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) On payment of 50 per cent of the annual charge the applicable rebate is
allowed to an "entitled" pensioner. An "eligible" pensioner becomes
"entitled" only on registering with the Water Authority and provided
all necessary qualifying requirements are met, one of which is
ownership of the property in question.

(2) Not applicable.

(3) 'No. A pensioner can receive a pro rat a rebate - up to 50 per cent -
only where 50 per cent of the annual charge is paid after registering
with the Water Authority as an entitled pensioner.

(4) No.

POLICE UNITS - CURTIN HOUSE
Relocation Commencement

765. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:.

(1) Have WA police units commnenced moving into Curtin House?

(2) If so, which units are in and which are yet to move?
(3) If not, when will the relocation of units commence?

(4) Who is currently paying rental on Curtin House?

(5) Whiat is that rental per month?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) No.

(2) Answered by (1).
(3) On present indications, July 1990.
(4) No rental payments apply. The building is Government owned.

(5) Answered by (4).

RAILWAYS - PERTH--FREMANTLE RAILWAY LINE
Electr ification -Completion Date

768. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gamidng representing the
Minister for Transport:

(1) What is the projected completion date fbr the electrification of the Perth-
Fremantle railway line?

(2) Has there been any delay in the completion of any elements of the contract for
the electrification and, if so, will the Minister provide details?

(3) Is the Subiaco Station signal box considered to be of historic value and, if so,
is it intended to retain this signal box?
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lHon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -

(1) A train service using electric railcars is scheduled for introduction
progressively on the Perth-Fremantle line commencing in February
1991 with a full electric railcar service being available in August 1991.

(2) As publicised previously and advised in answer to question 659 on
19 October, the railcar supply contract has been delayed in order to
provide improvements to passenger amenities and the top speed.

(3) The Subiaco Station signal box was built in 1923 and when the
Fremantle line is electrified it will have no operational function.
Interest has been expressed in its preservation but no definite
arrangements have been made at this stage.

INSURANCE COMPANIES ACT 1918 - INSURANCE COMPANIES
Security Deposits - Refunds

769. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House representing the Treasurer:

With reference to the answer to question 636 of 17 October 1989 in which I
sought advice in respect of the provisions of the Insurance Companies Act
1918, the Minister will be aware that this Act required every insurance
company to deposit the sum of five thousand pounds with the Colonial
Treasurer and thar amendments No 34 of 2923 and No 52 of 1932 did not
materially affect the five thousand pound security but included brokers and
agents and allowed Commonwealth securities to replace Treasury Bills.
Under the provisions of the Commonwealth Insurance Act which provides that
"This Act shall not be deemed to apply to State insurance within the limit of
the State concerned", I ask notwithstanding his previous answer -

(1) Were any other securities lodged by insurance companies under the
State Stature in fact refunded before the Act was repealed?

(2) If so, what was the legislative base for such refunds?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Treasurer has provided the following reply -

The Insurance Companies Act 191t8 has not been repealed to date. The
deposit provision was, however, overridden by the Insurance Act 1932
(Commonwealth legislation) - now cited as the Insurance (Deposits)
Act 1932-1973.
AUl amounts or securities were either returned to the companies which
lodged the deposit or transferred to the Commonwealth Government in
1953.

PEEL-HARVEY CATCHMENTS - CLEARANCE AND DRAINAGE
MORATORIUM
Draft Document

771. Hion GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Ganming representing the
Minister for Environment:

(1) Was a draft document relating to a moratorium on clearance and drainage in
Peel-Harvey catchments recently sent to local government authorities for
comment?

(2) Zf so -
(a) what was the date of the document;
(b) what was the closing date for comments; and

(c) when was the document posted to local government authorities?
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Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Environment has provided the following reply -

(1) The draft guidelines for development in the Peel-Harvey estuarine
catchment with regard to dhe moratorium on clearing and drainage was
completed by the Environmental Protection Authority on 31 August
1989. An informal process of gathering comments from relevant local
authorities and State Government agencies on the draft document
began on I September 1989.

(2) (a) The date of the draft document is 31 August t989.
(b) The Environmental Protection Authority requested that

comments be forwarded by 30 September 1989, although
commnents received after that date are certainly accepted.

(c) The draft document was posted on 1 September 1989.
SOUTH WEST DEVELOPMENT AUTHORITY - EMPLOYEES

Leeuwin Estate Gathering - Attendance
774. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the

Minister for South-West:
(1) Did die entire staff of the South West Development Authority attend a

gathering at Lecuwin Estate on Friday, 3 November 1989?
(2) What was the purpose of the gathering at Leenwin Estate?
(3) What was the total cost, including transport, of the day's activities?
(4) Who else attended in addition to the SWDA staff?
(5) In the absence of all permanent staff, wbat arrangements were made to staff

the SWDA's offices in Bunhury, Mandurah, Collie and Manjimup?
(6) Why was Leeuwin Estate chosen as the venue for the gathering?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for South-West has provided the following reply -

(1) Yes, with the exception of Mr Cohin Purcell, Director, Management
and Government Resources.

(2) Staff training and development.
(3) $1495.50.
(4) Sir Donald Eckersicy, Chairman, SWDA Board; Mrs Jenny Wright,

Deputy Chairman; Mr Malcolm Wills, board member.
Mr Shaun Ridley, Australian Institute of Management, development
consultant,

(5) Arrangements were made for relief telephonists to be available in each
SWDA office to explain that permanent staff were on a staff training
and development exercise and to take messages.

(6) The South West Development Authority Board considered a number
of locations away from the normal work environment. The Board
decided the coach tour to Leeuwin Estate, coupled with grounds and
barbecue facilities, would provide the ideal venue for the staff training
and development exercise.

POLICE - MANPOWER
Kwinana, Rockingham and Mandurab Police Stations

782. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) How many police officers are currently assigned to each of the Kwinana

Police Station, Rockingham Police Station and Mandurab Police Station?
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(2) How many police officers were on duty at each of the police stations during
the week ended 13 October 1989?

(3) Is the Minister aware that citizens living in these areas are concerned at the
lack of police manpower and resources attached to these police stations and if
so what action does the Minister intend to take to alleviate this problem?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
'reply -
(1) Kwinana Police Station-Il1

Rockingham Police Station - 20
Mandurah Police Station - 20.

(2) Kwinana Police Station - 12 (including 2 secondmnents)
Rockingham Police Station - 16
Mandurak Police Station - 16.

(3) During dhe past 12 months staff has been increased by the
Commissioner of Police at Rockinghamn by six officers and Kwinana
by two officers as the need became apparent.
Station work levels and police service requirements are constantly
monitored and future increases will be made by the Commissioner of
Police according to requirements.

POLICE - SHIRE OF JERRAMIJNGUP
Permanent Presence Request

783. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Is the Minister aware of a request from the Shire of Jerramungup for a

permanent police presence within the Shire of Jerramungup?
(2) If so, what is the outcome of that request?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

Thbe Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) Yes.
(2) The request has been referred to the Commissioner of Police for his

consideration and decision.
FIRE BRIGADE - FALSE FIRE ALARM CALLS

Inquiry
784. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the

Minister for Police and Emergency Services:
(1) Is the WA Fire Brigade conducting an inquiry into false fare alarm calls arid, if

so, will the Minister provide details of the study?
(2) Is the Go~ernment considering charging a service fee for the services of the

WA Fire Brigade and, if so, will the Minister provide details?
(3) Is it correct that a nominal service fee of between $100-$250 per service call

to offset the costs of maintaining the WA Fire Brigade is being charged?
(4) If not, what is the amount of the service fee?
lion GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Police and Emergency Services has provided the following
reply -

(1) No.
(2) (a) Yes.
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(b) For avoidable false alarms, consideration is being given to
making an attendance call for all incidents over a threshold
number.

(3) No.
(4) An annual fee is charged to direct brigade alarm clients as follows -

Metropolitan alarms 420
Permanent country alarms 366
Volunteer Stations
(i) North of 28th parallel 412
(ii) East of 11 8 degrees 403
(iii) South and west of (i) & (ii) 430

MARINAS - EXMOUTH
Work Commencement - Completion Date

787. Hon P.H. LOCKYER to die Minister for Local Government representing the
Minister for Transport:
(1) When will work commence on the Exmouth marina?
(2) When is the estimated completion date?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Transport has provided the following reply -
(1) The Commencement date will be subject to final environmental

approval. The EPA is still considering the envirornental report and
expects to release the assessment report later this year.
Pending a satisfactory assessment report and the satisfactory
conclusion of the final investigations currently in hand, construction
may commence later in the 1989-90 financial year.

(2) Four years after commencement of construction.
SILVER CHAIN NURSING ASSOCIATION INC -LOWER SOUTH WEST REGION

Nursing Posts/Health Care Centres -Closure Intention
792. Hon MURIEL PAlTERSON to the Minister for Local Government representing the

Minister for Health:
(1) Has the Government any intention of closing any Silver Chain nursing

posts/health care centres in the lower South West Region?
(2) If so, which ones and when?
Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.

LAND - HEPBURN HEIGHTS
Development Plans -

793. Han REG DAVIES to the Leader of the House representing the Minister for
-Planning:

(1) Is the Minister aware of any plan to develop the area known as Hepburn
Heights which is adjacent to Padbury and the Mfitchell Freeway?

(2) Will the Minister indicate if there is a plan to develop this area in a concept
.similar to the Mirrabooka housing development?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:
The Minister for Planning has provided the following reply -
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(1) Yes.
(2) The LandCorp subdivisional plan has been desirned to incorporate

innovative and modem subdivision standards applicable to today's
new residential estates.

HEALTH - DAMPIER HOSPITAL
Services Reduction

794. Hon N.F. MOORE to the Minister for Local Government representing the Minister
for Health:

Is it correct that the Dampier Hospital is to have its services reduced and, if so,
why?

Hon KAY HALL.AHAPI replied:
The Minister for Health has provided the following reply -

No. There is no hospital at Dampier. The hospital was decommissioned in
1982 when Nickol Bay Hospital was opened. Services are provided in
Dampier through three doctors who have established consulting rooms in the
remaining hospital buildings, a company casualty station, ambulance, and an
occupational health nursing service. A Health Department nurse has been
attached to the doctors' consulting rooms since decommissioning to serve an
intended casualty function. Assessment of her role has indicated that it adds
nothing to other services provided in the town. It has therefore been
concluded that the position could be better utilised at the Nickol Bay Hospital
accident and emergency department.

DRAINAGE DISTRICTS - SOUTH WEST LAND DIVISION
Properties Outside Drainage Disrricts - Drainage Rate Charges

795. Hon M.S. MONTGOMERY to the Minister for Racing and Gaming representing the
Minister for Water Resources:

Further to my question 699 of 1989 -
(1) Are any properties outside the six drainage districts being charged

drainage rates?
(2) If yes, how many properties and in what disticts are they located?
(3) Under what authority are these properties being charged drainage

rates?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2)-(3)

Not applicable.
DRAINAGE DISTRICTS - SOUTH WEST LAND DIVISION

Six Drainage Districts - Subdistricts
796. Hion M.S. MONTGOMERY to the Minister for Racing and Gamning representing the

Minister for Water Resources:
Further to my question 699 of 1989 -

(I) Are there subdistricts within the six drainage districts?
(2) If yes, will the Minister list those subdistricts and explain the purpose

of having them?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

The Minister for Water Resources has provided the following reply -

(1) No.
(2) Not applicable.
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QUESTIONS WITHOUT NOTICE

CORPORATE AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT - EMPLOYEES
Low Morale - Operations Concern Meeting

454. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) Is the Attorney General aware that the morale of staff in the Corporate Affairs
Department is at an all time low ?

(2) Is the Attorney General aware that the staff of the Corporate Affairs
Department met this afternoon to express their concern about the operations of
the department?

Hon J.M. BERIINSON replied:

(1) The Leader of the Opposition has raised an important issue; it is a matter
which has been of concern for some time. The Commonwealth Government's
intentions to take over the activities of the Corporate Affairs Department have
been in train for two years, or more. That has engendered considerable
uncertainty among the staff involved. Very early in the piece, the State
Governent made it clear to all staff that, irrespective of the outcome of the
Commonwealth's activities, all members of the department could rely on the
permanency of their positions in the Public Service being protected. However,
in the case of certain of the professional officers, it has to be conceded that
ground for concern remains, since those staff are specialised in an area which
might not, if the Commonwealth were to succeed, be able to be put to
maximum use within the State public sector.
For a while, this led to a substantial number of resignations, and movements
into other areas. More recently, the staff position in the Corporate Affairs
Department has been more stable, but there has been an underlying concern
which has continued. That concern - and I can only acknowledge the reality
of it - was expressed to me by representatives of the Civil Service Association,
to whom I repeated the assurance I have already referred to, and to whom I
indicated that the State would be seeking to stabilise the position, whichever
way the High Court decision were to go, so far as that was possible, in the
interests of the staff involved. That goes to the general question of the morale
in the department. We have done our best to provide whatever assurance we
can. The staff are well aware of the State's determination to attempt to
maintain its role in the corporate area. The staff are also aware of the
guarantees of continued security for employment, even if the High Court
decision were to go against us.

(2) Earlier in the day I was made aware of the likelihood of a meeting this
afternoon, but on the relatively limited information that was given to me it
does not appear to relate to the general question of morale but to particular
matters that axe currently under consideration in respect of one or two
corporate affairs officers. The position is that the work of two officers has
been the subject of consideration by the Public Service Commission. To the
best of my knowledge, it is that matter which led to plans to have a meeting of
some staff this afternoon. I have received no report of the outcome of the
meeting, so I can indicate only the information that was provided to me earlier
in the day. The Public Service Commnission has not completed its work on this
matter; therefore, I am unable to indicate what the eventual outcome of its
consideration will be.
CORPORATE AFFAIRS DEPARTMENT - EMPLOYEES

Low Morale - No Inquiry, Political Pressure

455. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

Can the Attorney General confirm that the low morale of the staff in the
Corporate Affairs Department does not stem from any political pressure being
placed on certain officers of the department to not proceed with particular
investigations?
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R-on I.M. BERINSON replied:

Any problem in the Corporate Affairs Department could not possibly stemn
from interference of that nature. I have made it clear throughout, and have
acted unequivocally on the basis, that all investigation work within the
Corporate Affairs Department, and any action following from such
investigation, is a matter for the independent discretion of the officers of that
department. In some cases, since they act as delegates of the National
Companies and Securities Commission, they consult with the NCSC, but there
again the process is one based on their independent judgment. There is
certainy no basis for the sort of concern expressed by the Leader of the
Opposition.

PETROCHEMICAL INDUSTRIES CO LTD - LIQUIDATOR'S REPORT
Governmrent Loss - Government Action

456. Hon E.J. CH-ARLTON to the Minister for Budget Management:

In view of the liquidator's report on the winding up of Petrochetnical
Industries Co Ltd, what action is the Government planning about the decision
which has been handed down that there has been a $175 million loss, or
whatever is the loss that was indicated?

Hon J.M. Berinson: I am not altogether clear about the matter Hon Eric Chariton is
pursuing, so could he perhaps elaborate on it.

Hon E.J. CHARLTON: The liquidator of PICL, Mr Karisan, said in his statement
that the Government's financial involvement with PICL would see the
Governments's incurring a substantial loss. What action is the Minister or the
Government planning to take in making up that deficit which has been
incurred?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

Earlier today the Deputy Premier made a comprehensive statement on this
matter. It would be more helpful to make that response available to the
member, rather than to attempt to deal with it piecemeal. I will ensure the
member receives a copy of it as soon as possible.

RACING AND GAMING, OFFICE OF - ANNUAL REPORT
Audit or General's Report - Liquor Sales Records, Discrepancies

457. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Is it a fact that the report of the Auditor General into the annual report of the
Office of Racing and Gaming -for 1989 found that there was a significant
number of discrepancies in liquor sales records for that period?

(2) Are financial inspections provided for under section 150 of the Liquor and
Licensing Act L,988 in order to provide an essential control over the
correctness of licensees' returns?

(3) Were any financial inspections into these alleged discrepancies carried out by
racing and gaming officials?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(0)-(0)
The answer to part (I) is yes. The Office of the Auditor General did assess
that there were some problems in this area - although those problems relating
to the financial inspections have now been rectified.

It needs to be understood that when the new Act was proclaimed management
decided to put its total resources behind the public responsibilities that were
part of the new Act. Despite the fact chat the Auditor General has made these
assessments it should also be recognised that the financial collections were
actually more than the previous year. However, I reiterate that that has now
been rectified.

I have initiated an earlier review of that Act as it applied to processes simply
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to identify shortfalls that resulted from the new Act. That review is almot--
complete and if any further matters need to be addressed in relation to the
resourcing of the new Act we shall do so when the review is completed.

RACING AND GAMING, OFFICE OF - ANNUAL REPORT
Mission Statement - Financial Inspection Failures

458. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
I refer to the mission statement of the Office of Racing and Gaming, and I
quote from the annual report of that office -

Mission Statement - The overriding purpose of the office. ... is to
administer legislation to ensure the integrity of the racing, gaming and
liquor industry

In the light of that statement will the Minister explain to the House the reason
behind the failure of racing and gaining officials to carry out any financial
inspections in 1988-89 despite the numerous discrepancies in liquor sale
records to which we have both just referred?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:
I believe I explained that in answering the first question asked by the member.
I will reiterate that answer. A management decision was made which saw the
resources of the department going into supporting those matters contained in
the new Act that impacted publicly, and in my view that was a proper decision
to make because there were changes inherent in that Act which had to be
properly addressed by the department. That was an appropriate decision to be
made by management.

Hon P.G. Pendal: All we are asking is why that should rake precedence over the
discrepancy side of things.

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS: In so doing there was a shortfall in other areas, which
has been identified by the Auditor General and which has now been addressed.

CEMETARIES - TARIN ROCK TRUSTEES
Office Term - Dead Trustees

459. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Local Government:
(1) Is it correct that the trustees of the Tarin Rock cemetery have been in office

since 17 December 1926 and that these trustees have remained in office,
unchanged, throughout the past 63 years?

(2) Are all of the trustees now dead?
Hon George Cash: If not, why not?
Hon P.G. PENDAL: My question continues -

(3) Can the Minister say when the Government became aware that the trustees
had all died?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

Mr President -
Hon George Cash: This is deadly serious.
Hon KAY HALLAHAN: The very serious matter the member raises really needs

some investigation. If he puts the question on notice I will endeavour to find
the information he requires.

CEMETARIES - TARIhJ ROCK TRUSTEES
New Trustee Appointments - Cemetary Boards Review

460. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Local Government:
Supplementary to the previous question, given that the information about the

A72651-3
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dead trustees is contained in a letter written by the Minister on 25 September,
and notwithstanding her desire that the first part of the question go on notice -

(1) Has she taken any steps to appoint new trustees?
(2) Will she begin a thorough review of all cemetery boards to ensure that

others have not met a simnilar fate? There are some very worried
people.

The PRESIDENT: Order! That is not a supplementary question, it is a new question.

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

(l)-(2)
It is clearly a matter that needs consideration and I certainly will give the
matter my attention.

LIQUOR SHOPS, DRIVE-IN - LICENCES
Driveway Licence

461. Hon P.O. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:

(1) Is it correct that drive-in bottle shops are, in effect, licensed in two pants;
namely, the liquor shops themselves and, secondly, the driveways to liquor
shops?

(2) Will the Minister investigate whether the need to license a driveway should be
dispensed with?

Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

(1)-(2)
1 would need to refer to the Act to confirm the member's suggestion.
Certainly, in relation to the second part of the question, I am happy to look at
it. It may well be a matter being addressed as part of the existing review.

BUILDING SOCIETIES ACT' - CABINET MINISTER
Inquiry' Prevention

462. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) Was the Attorney General aware that in December 1987 there was
intervention by a Cabinet Minister through the Under Treasurer to slow down
or prevent an investigation under the Building Societies Act?

(2) If yes, who was the Cabinet Minister involved?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

(1) No.

(2) Not applicable.

LLOYD, MR TONY - EDWARDS, MR KEVIN
Offence Evidence - Pre-Februar v Election, Attorney General's Awareness

463. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

(1) Was the Attorney General made aware prior to the 4 February 1989 election
that evidence of alleged offences committed by Mr Tony Lloyd and Mr Kevin
Edwards was available in November 1988?

(2) If yes, did the Attorney General discuss with any officers from the Corporate
Affairs Department that charges should not be laid until after the 4 February
elect ion?

(3) If yes, when did those discussions take place?

Hon.J.M. BERINSON replied:
(1) I was aware that investigations were proceeding in that matter.

(2)-(3)
1 have answered this already with my earlier comment in response to Mr
Cash's suggestion of interference with affairs of the office. There was no
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difference in that case, so far as I was concerned, or any other case which
required investigation and consideration of the Corporate Affairs Department.
I have already said unequivocally that I have always proceeded on the basis
that the work of the office in investigation and in follow up actions were
matters entirely at the independent discretion of the office. I make no
exceptions to that and certainly no exception in respect of the case to which
the Leader of the Opposition has referred.

LOCAL GOVERNMENT . BOUNDARY CHANGES
Shires of Albany. Gnowangerup. Jerramungup - Consultations

464. Hon BOB THOMAS to the Minister for Local Government:
Can the Minister advise the House on the proposed boundary changes relating
to the Shires of Albany, Gnowangerup and Jerraniungup and whether those
shires have been fully consulted?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:
I appreciate the member's having given some notice of this question. The
boundary changes were approved by the Executive Council on 14 November
1989. Formal approval for the annexation of the southern portions of the
Shires of Jerrarnungup andlGnowangerup to the Shire of Albany was given.
The annexation was requested by petitioners of the Shires of Jefframungup and
Onowangerup and the main argument for the change of boundary was
community interest.
Subsequent to that request, the Shire of Albany took the option of holding a
poll on the issue on 6 May 1989 when 75 per cent of voters at that poll
favoured the annexation. However, not more than one-third of those people
eligible to vote did so. The poll was therefore not binding and, as provided in
the Local Government Act, the matter was determined by the Minister. The
Boundaries Commuission recommended that the annexation proceed and its
report was released for public comment. I met with representatives of the
shires on the proposed annexation in Perth during the IULA Congress in
September and subsequently endorsed the Boundaries Commission's
recommendation. In order to allow sufficient time for the necessary
adjustments to rates, Grants Commission allocation, road funding and other
administrative details, and following discussion with the shires it was agreed
that the annexation would be effective from I July 1990.

RACING INDUSTRY - QUJIN REPORT
Recommendations - Implementation

465. Hon P.G. PENDAL to the Minister for Racing and Gaming:
(1) How many of the recommendations of the Quin report have been introduced

into the racing industry
(2) How many recommendations are yet to be introduced?
(3) Will any of the recommendations not be introduced; and if not, why not?
Hon GRAHAM EDWARDS replied:

A number of recommendations of the Quin report have been introduced; a
number of recommendations are yet to be introduced. I do not have the
precise figures. Some of the recommendations may not be introduced;, for
instance, the authority to manage the industry. My view is that every
opportunity should be extended to encourage the industry to manage itself;
indeed one of the things I have done since accepting responsibility for this
area is to concentrate on exactly that. As a result, we now have in place
TRAC - the Thoroughbred Racecourse Advisory Committee - the
establishment of which was initiated by the industry. The activities of the
committee have lessened the need for that racing industry authority to be
established.
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If die member wishes to place the question on notice I can inform him about
the number of and which recommendations have been implemented, together
with die number of and which recommendations are yet to be adopted.

HORGAN, MR JOHN - TRAVELLING EXPENSES
Attorney General - Expenditure Information Tabling

466. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Attorney General:

I refer to the Letters to the Editor section in the Daily News on 6 November
1989 in which a responsible article by Philip Achurch of West Perth indicated
that the activities of the Attorney General, Mr Berinson, in refusing to disclose
certain details involving the payment of taxpayers' money to Mr Horgan and
other associated matters continue to indicate that he, Mr Berinson, thumbs his
nose at both the Western Australian Parliament and the Western Australian
public; and to Mr Berinson's response published in the Daily News on 9
November 1989 in which he responded to Mr Philip Achurch.

(1) Will the Attorney General table information on the amount of funds
expended on travelling expenses by Mr John Horgan in relation to his
activities with Western Australian Development Corporation, Exim
Corporation and GoldCorp?

(2) If not, why not?

Hon J.M. BERIENSON replied:

(1) 1 am very surprised that the Leader of the Opposition should in this House
quote Mr Achuwch's allegation that I refused to table the Horgan papers.
Everyone in this House knows that that is simply untrue. The motion was
moved, and the question was raised as to whether the House wished to insist
that certain documentation with confidentiality clauses be included when
tabling material. When the House indicated it wished that to be done I
complied with the request in full and at the first opportunity. The Leader of
the Opposition knows that; everyone in this House knows that. Why Mr
Achutch should again be quoted, again incorrectly, amazes me. It was bad
enough that it was printed with an absolutely mistaken account of events in the
Daily News; it is even worse that it should be exaggerated by Mr Cash's
repeating those allegations.

(2) I do not have the information but if the Leader of the Opposition wishes to put
the question on notice I will refer it to the responsible Minister.

PASTORAL LEASES - TENURE LEGISLATION
Implementation Date

467. Hon BARRY HOUSE to the Minister for Lands:

Given that we are fast approaching the end of this parliamentary session, is it
still the Minister's intention to introduce legislation this year to secure tenure
for pastoral lease holders?

Hon KAY HALLAHAN replied:

With the passing of time, as the member indicates in his question, that is
looking rather more unlikely.

LEGISLATION - BILLS
Pre-Christmas Period - Completion List

468. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House:

Will he furnish to this House a list of the legislation which the Governmnent
will require to be passed by this House prior to its rising?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

The Government is always flexible on these matters. It is in the usual course
of events that some legislation is introduced and not completed. For example,
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at the beginning of next week I will table a substantial amendment to the
Criminal Code with a view to leaving it ont the Table deliberately until the next
session in order to attract community and professional comments. For the
moment, we have enough time in the remainder of this session to get through
the Bills that the Government would regard as essential to have in place before
Christmas. For dhe rest, if there are any left over, that would be a simple
indication that they do not have the same priority.

LEGISLATION - BILLS
Post-Christmas Period - Non-priority Assumption

469. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House:

Are we to assume that those Bills not handled prior to the rising of the House
before Christmas will not attract Government priority?

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

Bills that have so far been introduced and a very small number still to come
fall into two categories: Those that would be regarded by the Government as
most important to carry through to enactment this side of Christmas and those
that do not fit into that category. I know I am repeating myself, but I hope that
answers the question.

LEGISLATION - BILLS
Priority List

470. Hon GEORGE CASH to the Leader of the House:

Will he present the House with a list of Bills which he considers to be most
important? It is important that we know what he is on about. I will not argue

with the Leader of the House in four weeks' time or in seven weeks' time.

Hon J.M. BERINSON replied:

That is a fair question. I will attempt to provide the House with an indication
of the priority Bills.
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